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ACADEMIC PROGRAM REVIEW
VOLUME I:
Self-Study Report
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
a Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources f~i
·"""'.N.'O'"
University of Nebraska • Lincoln
Sprinl. 1984
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
ACADEMIC PROGRAM REVIEW
SCHEDULE
Tuesday, February 28, 1984
P.M. Team arrives, checks in at Nebraska Center for
Continuing Education, 33rd & Holdrege.
6:00 P.M. - Dinner & Meeting of Review Team
Wednesday, February 29, 1984
7:00 A.M. - Breakfast at Nebraska Center
8:00 A.M. - Meeting with IANR Vice Chancellor, Deans &
Directors. Ag. Hall 206
9:30 A.M. - Coffee & Rolls - Tour of Ag. Ed. facilities
10:00 A.M. - Meet at East Campus Union with Staff to discuss:
(Room to be posted)
- Undergraduate Program
- Graduate Program
- Service Activities
- Research Activities (Time permiting)
11 :45 A.M.- Lunch with IANR Department Heads. East Union
1 :15 P.M. - Meet with Students in the Teaching Block.
Ag. Hall 311
2:00 P.M. - Continued sessions with Staff. East Campus Union
- Research Activities (if more time needed)
- Leadership Activities
2:45 P.M. - Extension Education
3:30 P.M. - Meet with Graduate Teaching/Research Assistants
4:00 P.M. - Individual Staff Visits
5:30 P.M. - Social & Dinner with Staff, Vice Chancellor,
Deans & Di rectors, East Campus Union.
Thursday, March 1, 1984
7:00 A.M. - Breakfast at Nebraska Center
8:30 A.M. - State Department of Education Agricultural
Education Staff. State Office Building
9:15 A.M. - Teachers College Dean's Office. TC Room 101
9:45 A.M. - Dr. Hazel Crain, Director, Center for Business
& Vocational Technical Education. Nebraska Hall 513E
10:30 A.M. - Mech. Ag. Courtesy Appointees. Chase Hall
11 :00 A.M. - Individual Staff Visits
12:00 Noon - Lunch. Nebraska Center
1 :15 P.M. - Individual Staff Visits
4:00 P.M. - Departmental Advisory Council. Ag. Hall 311
Evening - Free
Friday, March 2, 1984
9:00 A.M. - Exit Review: Vice Chancellor, Deans & Directors.
Ag. Hall 206
10:15 A.M. - Exit Review with Ag. Ed. Staff. Ag. Hall 117
11 :30 A.M. - Completion of Review
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I. INTRODUCTION
The University of Nebraska Teachers College on the city campus
was first established in 1908. One segment of its responsibility was
given to a Department of Agricultural Education at the College of
Agriculture. This cooperative arrangement was continued with the
passage of the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917.
The College of Agriculture, University of Nebraska, was designated
in 1917 as the official training institution for preparing teachers
of Vocational Agriculture. The State Board for Vocational Education
made this provision in writing in the first state plan.
Courses in agricultural education, of a sort, had been offered at
the College of Agriculture for many years. At first the courses were
only general and historical in nature with no attempt to attack the
problem of teaching methods.
A boost in the demand for teachers of agriculture carne in 1913 when
the Nebraska Legislature passed the Shumway Act. This act both
offered state aid for schools teaching agriculture but made no
provision for the training of teachers. The big incentive, however,
carne in 1917 with the passage by the United States Congress of the
Smith-Hughes Act. This law provided aid to states for "teacher
training" as well as funds for establishing departments of vocational
agriculture in local high schools.
The passage of the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917 was the first great
effort to solve the teacher of agriculture problem. A state, to be
eligible for Smith-Hughes aid, had to include in its plan,
provisions for an adequate teacher training program. Nebraska in 1917
made its first concerted effort to meet the growing demand for a new
kind of teacher by establishing the Department of Agricultural
Education.
2The College of Agriculture already had the teacher training
mClchinery in operCltion. lJpon designation hy the StClte ROClrd CIS
NehraskCl's "official training center" it was ready to assume the
responsihilities. The teacher education curriculum for agriculture was
primarily at the College of Agriculture. Departmental staff members
were also members of the University of Nebraska Teachers College
staff. However, they spent most of their time at the College of
Agriculture.
The students in agricultural education were offered all of the
advantages of a small college coupled with those of a big university.
They had intimate associations with fellow students and faculty on the
College of Agriculture campus. At the same time they could take part
in all university affairs and be a part of the larger group.
Tn 1920 the program was known as Agricultural and Home Economics
Education. Instruction in teaching Home Economics had been added with
special women professors under the overall direction of Dr. H. E.
Bradford. By 1922 the offerings in this department had grown to eleven
courses. It was then that the name of the department was changed from
Agricultural Education to the Department of Vocational Education.
Prior to 1946 there had been little organized effort to offer a
course to student teachers in the area of farm mechanics. That yeClf
Marion G. McCreight, a teacher of vocational agriculture at
Elkhorn, Nehraska, was appointed as Instructor of Agricultural
Engineering and Vocational Education at the College. He spent
half-time in each department.
The program continued to operate under this administrative
structure until 1963 when it reverted back to the Department of
AgriculturCll Education, its current title, and the other vocational
areas became departmentalized. In 1977 the Center for Business and
Vocational Technical Education (CBVTE) was formed which became
responsihle for the administration for all vocational disciplines
except agriculture and home economics. These two areas, housed on the
"East Campus," are administered by their respective colleges, with the
staff members holding courtesy appointments in the CBVTE, with two staff
memhers holding courtesy appointments in the Teachers College.
Ours is the only program in Nebraska approved for certification of
vocational agricultore teachers. The Dean of Teachers College is the
certifying agent for the University. Students in Agricultural
Education are recommended to the dean's office for certification.
When approved, applications are forwarded to the State Department of
Education. A major in Agricultural Education is designed to prepare
students to be certified teachers of vocational agriculture at the
secondary or postsecondary level and provides good preparation for work
in agricultural extension. It also prepares students for positions in
adult education in foreign service, and as agricultural educators in
business and industry. Many students graduate with a dual major in
Agricultural Education and in another department of the College of
Agriculture.
The Agricultural Education staff looks forward to the Comprehen-
sive Departmental Review and the input of the review team. All
staff have expressed the desire to provide assistance as requested as
well as answer questions of the review team members.
II. PROGRAM GOALS AND RATIONALE
The department has been divided into two major areas for
administrative purposes; the Undergraduate Unit and the Research,
Leadership, Service and Extension Unit. This organizational structure
appears to work satisfactorily in accomplishing our departmental
purposes which are:
1. Pre-service preparation program: To recruit and prepare sufficient
quantities of teachers to meet the increasing need for agri-
cultural educators.
2. Graduate Education: To provide appropriate academic year and summer
courses, plus inservice workshops and clinics to meet the post
graduClte needs of agricultural educators.
3. Research and Development in Agricultural Education: To conduct
research and pilot programs in areas which will advance and/or
enhance agricultural education programs.
4. Service to the College and University: To participate in those
activities which will advance the college and university pro-
fessionally, both through the collective work of committees and,
whenever possihle, through individual efforts.
5. Service to Vocational Agriculture throughout the State of Nehraska:
To project faculty member's expertise into Nebraska's vocational
agriculture programs, individually and collectively.
Following are the identified goals and rationale for the
respective aspects of our program.
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION:
Overall Objective: By June 30, 1989, an additional 35 students will be
enrolled in Agricultural Education, where quality
of instruction, student contact, professionalism
and training in special needs will be emphasized.
Undergraduate Student Recruitment:
G0C11 hy 19R9: To increase undergraduate enrollment in Agricultural
I;dllC:ltillll hy V; StlldPlltS.
By June 30
'85
1. Develop new departmental brochure
for recruitment X
2. Recruit 5 additional students into
program X
3. Develop new departmental slide set
for recruitment
4. Develop a curriculum unit for Vo-
cational Agriculture emphasizing
careers requiring advanced study
in Agricultural Education.
5. Develop recruitment poster for use
in Nehraska High Schools depicting
careers in Ag. Ed.
6. Recruit 10 additional students into
program.
'86
X
X
'87
X
X
'88
X
X
'89
X
By June 30
'85 '86 '87 '88 '89
Undergraduate Student Advising: Goal
by 1989: Improve quality and quantity
of student contact through improved
advising and student contact by all
staff.
l. Encourage each staff member to meet
with all advisees at least once
each semester. Schedule group advis-
ing sessions for Ag. Ed. Majors. X X X X X
2 . Estahlish department retreat with
advisees. X
3 . Five percent of Ag. Ed. majors will
be enrolled in Ag. Ed. 331. (Super-
vised Field Exper i ences). X
4. Conduct department retreat with
advisees. X X X X
65 . Ten percent of Ag. Ed. majors wi 11 he
enrolled in Ag. Ee'!. 331. X X
o. Twentv percent of Ag. Ed. Majors will
he enrolled in Ag. Ed. 33l. X X
By June 30
, 85 '86 '87 '88 '89
Undergraduate Instruction: Goal by
--,-crR<1: --rmprove under iriiellla te instruc-
tion hy encouraging all staff to r>ar-
ticipate i n hath in-house and other
can ferences, seminars and workshops
oriented toward improving instruction.
l. Conduct at least one in-house in-
service session on improvement of
instruction. X X X X X
2 . EncourClge staff to participate in
professional development meetings
c'lesigned to improve instruction. X X X X X
Closer Undergraduate Staff/Student Relations:
Goar-ny-1989: Participation-ny-arr-staff
in two or more regularly scheduled activi-
ties of the ATA and NUFFA.
1. RegulClrly scheduled staff involvement in
ATA and/or NlJFFA. X
tJndergraduat~_PrQ..g£am Emph~~i~_in Special
Vocational Neecrs: Goal hy 1989: Integrate
specrarvocafTonal needs into the under-
graduate curriculum and train existing
staff in Ag. Ed. consistent with Teachers
College guidelines.
1. Develop scope and sequence for integrating
SVN into undergraduate program. X
2. Schedule special staff inservice on
special vocational needs. X
3. Schedule joint Ag. Ed. Staff Meeting
with State Dept. of Education personnel
to update both staffs on legislation
requirements, etc.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Profes?ional Atmos2here: Goal by 1989: To
provi~a pleasant and professional atmosphere
for undergraduate students and staff.
l. Renovate outer office. X
2. Purchase selected office equipment X
3. Pool selected office machines and
fi les in special (conference?) room X
4. Plan for move to Mussell Hall or
wherever we will relocate.
GRADUATE PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Overall objective: By June 30, 1989, 20 persons will have completed
the M.S. program, and two for the PHD. In addition, 50 others will
participate in the program.
Graduate Instruction: Goal by 1989: To prepare professionals in
--agnclITftlral eallcaffon for employment in post-secondary educational
programs, to enhance teaching competency of participants through a
planned program of graduate study, to provide the opportunity to
conduct quality research in education, and to enhance instruction,
communication, and program administration skills in education,
agrihusiness, and extension.
By June 30
'85 '86 '87
1. Plan in coordination with the
Center for Business and Vocation-
al Technical Education, proposed
systems for delivering graduate
vocational education courses,
through such means as:
'88 '89
a. Off-campus teaching centers
b. Explore alternative delivery
systems, i.e. television in-
struction.
2. Follow master plan of course offer-
ings developed hy the department
in 1983. X
3. Perform a statewide study of grad-
uate education needs of vocational
teachers X
X
X
X
X X X
4. Increase the quality and relevance
of all graduate courses. X
5. Consider the addition of a statis-
cal course for all M.S. candidates. X
6. Prepare and utilize reports of re-
search completed by staff member
in appropriate courses. X
7. Encourage suggestions from faculty
and graduate students for improving
the graduate program. X X X X X
8. Develop a series of extension courses
designed to advance agriculture tea-
chers and agricultural extension persons. X
Advising: Goal by 1989: To improve
the quality of graduate programs of
M.S. students.
'85
By June 30
'86 '87 '88 '89
1. To provide all students with
guidelines and procedures for
the M.S. program prior to com-
pleting their graduate program. X X X X X
2. To assign advisors as early as
possihle in a student's graduate
program to facilitate long range
planning. X
3. Allow staff time and credit for
advising advanced degree candidates
in their research and thesis. X
Recruitment: Goal hy 1989: To plan
----recruftment ac t i vi ties to increase the
numher of M.S. students in the depart-
ment.
X X X X
'85
By June 30
'86 '87 '88 '89
1. Prepare for distribution a hro-
chure outlining graduate courses
to he offered and mail to selected
clientele groups at least 2 months
hefore the start of each term. X
2. Update annually, the statewide
study of vocational teachers in
graduate education.
Staff Ocve10pment: Goal hy 1989:
Tonave-one-S-f:it( memher he appointed
a graduate faculty memher, and one
staff memher be appointed a graduate
faculty fellow.
X
X
X
x
x
x
x
x
By June 30
'85 '86 '87 '88 '89
l. To assist staff not on graduate
faculty to meet requirements for
membership, through in-service
sessions, joint authoring of
articles, and joint planning of
research. X
2. SeCK funiling for rese<lrch projects
which would provide scholarship and
research assistantship money. X X X
RESEARCH, LEADERSHIP, SERVICE AND EXTENSION
Research Efforts: The departmental research efforts should be directly
related to needs of agricultural education in Nebraska and can be
planned hy:
1. Reviewing the department's research topics every two years, in
order to re-evaluate priorities of researchable problems.
2. Using the unit as a sounding group for individual staff member's
project planning.
3. Encouraging and facilitating publications by graduate students and
staff through joint-authored articles.
4. Providing assistnnce in reviewing manuscripts for puhlication.
5. Including Cooperative Extension Service local program needs
into research topic reviews.
Leadership: Enrollment in Agriculture Education has declined and
reallocation of resources is occurring due to economic pressures at
UN-L. The Agricultural Education staff must exert leadership in
implementing innovative approaches to addressing continued problems
in Agricultural Education.
Considerahle leadership expertise exists within the
department (FFA, L.E.A.D., leadership courses, etc).
Coordination of efforts for all I.A.N.R. leadership thrusts
(students, staff and off-campus) is needed. Participation in
leadership related research and inservice activities could he increased
and enriched through the estahlishment of a leadership development
center. The procedure to initiate such (l center is as follows:
1. Convene a departmental ad hoc Leadership Committee to formulate
and present concept and/or approach (Barrett, Dodge, Gilbertson,
Horner) .
2. Convene an interdepartmental feasibility planning committee to
develop and present plans and procedures (e.g, Barrett, Dodge,
Gilbertson, Horner, Olsen, Lindgren, Krohn, etc.)
3. Convene a legitimizing group to present and seek Vice Chancellor
support (e.g. Gilhertson, Caldwell, Miller, Woodward, Hartung).
4. Convene an I.A.N.R. leadership center advisory council - Vice
Chancellor.
5. Seek funding from UN-L (and other foundations, S.D.E. and in-
dustry).
0. Coordinate with graduate and undergraduate committees to insure
continuation of current as well as new leadership classes.
7. Estahlish experiential certification and recognition program.
R. Advise leadership workshops for I.A.N.R. staff and Vo. Ag.
9. Conduct leadership workshops for I.A.N.R. staff and Vo. Ag.
personnel.
In-Service: Traditionally, the Department of Agricultural Education
-nas proVTaed service activities to first year as well as experienced
vocational agriculture instructors and others. The staff desires to:
1. Continue school visitations and workshops for 1st year teachers.
2. Make an annual survey of educational needs of vocational agriculture
instructors in Nebraska.
3. Continue to provide inservice training for supervisors of
student teachers.
4. Continue to provide summer field workshops for vocational agricul-
ture instructors.
s. Conduct a study to determine instructional materials needed
by teachers.
o. Devise a plan to deliver, develop, and coordinate instructional
materials for teachers.
Public Relations: Enrollments in Agricultural Education have declined,
reallocationof-resources is occurring due to economic pressures, and
enrollment in the Department (and accompanying resources) are affected
by the image of Agricultural Education. The department will partici-
pate in the following program:
1. One (1) radio program per month (coordinated by one person but in-
volving all staff members).
2. One (1) TV program per quarter (coordinated by one person but in-
volving all staff memhers).
3. One (1) newspaper release per month (coordinated by one person, hilt
involving all staff members).
4. One (1) Nebraska Farmer article per semester (coordinated by one
person hut involving all staff members).
5. One (1) presentation per year at each community college campus
(coordinated by one person but involving all staff members).
6. Identify departmental strengths and promote in meetings, Agricul-
tural Education Magazine, etc. (all staff).
7. Identify and recognize research and service activities by staff
and graduate students (one staff coordinator with inputs from all).
8. Publish a pamphlet for national dissemination (one staff coordina-
tor with input by all).
9. Identify innovation(s) ("ideas whose time has come") and focus in
on it--then publicize it! (e.g. Leadership Center, Ag. in the
Classroom, Extension, etc).
Computer Programs: Faculty and students do not have adequate knowledge
of either micro- or main frame computers. They need to understand the
capabilities of computers for research and graduate program. The de-
partment plans to:
1. Encourage faculty and graduate student enrollment in workshops or
classes on computer application - an example might be the SAS
offered by the Biometrics Laboratory.
2. Promote and suggest staff improvement activities which will enhance
the involvement of staff in computer use in education.
International Education: Involvement of staff with International
Programs ahroad and with students on campus, needs to be broadened.
The department will:
1. Provide encouragement and recommend appropriate agricultural educa-
tion and extension courses on campus.
2. Become involved in out-of-country activities appropriate for agri-
cultural education and extension, through short term assignments.
3. Plan staff seminars on advising foreign students.
4. Pursue the possibility of a summer workshop in extension education
for international students that will attract students from Nebraska
and across the United States.
Extension: Agricultural extension educators have a need for training
at the undergraduate and graduate level that will enhance their
communication and teaching skills in the field. The department will:
1. Recommend changes in policy relating to curriculum and procedures
that will improve extension education in Nebraska.
2. Implement research studies and training programs to provide "Pro-
fessional" staff seminars (e.g. leadership and methods).
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT GOALS
To maintain the effectiveness and efficiency of the faculty members
of the Department of Agricultural Education, it is the goal of the
department to provide staff members with opportunities for continued
growth and development within the Agricultural Education profession.
Departmental goals for professional development include:
1. Each faculty member will participate in professional activities
that will strengthen their competence level in Agricultural Edu-
cation.
a. Members will plan individual professional development
programs to address their specific professional interests.
h. A schedule of resource persons and seminars will be estab-
lished on a monthly basis.
c. Members will be encouraged to attend and participate in
campus activities designed for professional improvement. i.e.
Chowder Society, Instructional Improvement Committee, etc.)
d. Members will be provided inservice opportunities on issues
which are of current interest and have potential impact on the
profession. (i.e., Computer Assisted Instruction, Equity
Education, International Agricultural Education, etc.)
e. Members will attend regional and/or national professional
meetings when feasible.
f. Members will contribute to the profession through scholarly
and creative activity.
2. Each faculty member will be provided time to pursue professional
research and/or scholarly activity that contributes to the Agri-
cultural Education profession.
a. Research time and/or assistance will be made available to
all staff members.
b. Members will be encouraged to participate in regional and
national activities involving the Agricultural Education
profession.
c. Members will be encouraged to participate in professional
organizations.
d. Members will be encouraged to cooperate in interdisciplinary
research or in cooperative research efforts with other Agri-
cultural Education Departments.
e. Members will be encouraged to serve on IANR committees and
fulfill positions of responsibility within the university, as
well as on state and national committees and/or boards.
3. A professional working environment will be provided which is
conducive to maintaining positive attitudes and images for Agri-
cultural Education in Nebraska and across the nation.
a. Reception area will reflect a clean, organized and friendly
atmosphere for students and visitors.
h. Professional library will be enhanced for faculty members
<lnd for undergraduate and graduate students.
c. Subscriptions for selected professional journals will be
provided and distributed within the department.
As an academic unit in the Institute of Agriculture and Natural
Resources, the UN-L Department of Agricultural Education has the three
functions of Instruction, Research and Extension (service) as an integ-
ral part of its mission. If faculty memhers are to excel in their
profession and contribute significantly in these areas, a continuing
plan of professional improvement should be developed by each staff
memher.
It is understood that large amounts of resources are not available to
commit to a comprehensive plan of professional development for each
staff memher on a large scale. ft is therefore suggested that:
1. Each person develop their own plan around those areas of the
profession in which they feel the greatest need for further
training or upgrading to increase their effectiveness within
the department.
2. Each person be encouraged to seek professional development
activities that are readily available on the UN-L campus or
at locations in adjacent states.
3. Each person he encouraged to select activities of such duration
so that other staff members can substitute in classes or meet
departmental obligations for a minimum amount of time.
4. Each person be encouraged to select activities that will require
reasonable amounts of financial assistance from the department
or be willing to assume a portion of the expense.
5. Each person will be encouraged to apply for appropriate financial
support for professional development activities through the
Teaching Council and/or Research Council.
o. Staff memhers will be encouraged to participate in the College
of Agriculture's Project "Co-Prof" on faculty renewal.
7. Each person will institute a multi-faceted plan of profcssion~l
development that includes:
a. Individual activities designed to address specific tasks
that will strengthen competence in the field.
h. A regional or national meeting designed to provide aware-
ness of current trends and activities within the profession.
c. A unique contribution to the profession through scholarly
publication or paper presentation.
It is believed that if each person had the responsibility of planning
their own Ilnique program of professional development, the experiences
would he much more meClningful and he implemented with greater
regularity. The departmentCll administrator would need to provide
gllidelines regarding the appropriateness of the activity and the
financial responsbility to he assumed hy the department versus the
individual. The administrator would also need to provide input
regarding scheduling so that a critical number of staff members are
availahle to carry out the mission of the department and substitute for
the memher on short-time professional development leave.
ROLL AN12_~_~ SS TON OF UN - L AND_lliE._CO~LE~E!. RATIONALE FOR THE PROGRAM.
THE llNT'!:§RSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN (Excerpts)
The role and mission of the University of Nehraska-Lincoln, one of the
three major units of the University of Nebraska, relates to the
(~iversity-wide role and mission adopted by the Board of Regents on
Septemher 9, 1977.
For the University of Nehraska and the other landgrant institutions in
the United States, part of the mission was defined hy the Morrill kmd
Grant Act, which had as its purpose "the support and maintenance of at
leClst one college where the leading ohject shall he ... to teach such
hranches of learning as are related to the agriculture and mechanical
arts ... to promote the liheral and practical education of the industrial
classes in the several pursuits and professions of life (Section 4,
Morrill Act of 1862. U.S. Statutes at Large 503-5). Another part of
the mission was clearly defined by the Charter Act referred to in the
IJniversity-wide statement. Therefore, unlike Kansas, Iowa, Oklahoma,
and other states in the area, the State of Nehraska is uniqlle in that
one institution was estahlished with the two-fold role (lnd mission of
the lan(l-grant college and the major State-wide undergraduate
instructional programs, professional graduate-level programs including
those leading to the doctorate, research, and public service
components.
The historic view of faculty in a university is unique among
educational enterprises and gives the institution a style and an
independence which is unusual among public bodies. The By-laws of the
l~iversity of Nehraska place on the faculty the responsihilities for
recommending the content of academic programs, the estahlishment of
degree requirements, and the evaluation of student performance. Thus
the quality of UN-L's programs, and the integrity of its degrees arc
derived from the attributes and schooled judgments of the faculty. The
means for securing, retaining, and developing quality among the faculty
through the processes of peer review have been given repeated and
appropriate emphasis throughout the history of the University of
Nebraska.
Teaching, research, and service have typically served as the charter
challenge for state-wide comprehensive institutions and land-grant
colleges; the interflow of energies, ideas, and efforts among
teaching, research, and public service produces an institutional impact
which is greater than the sum of its separate parts.
The teaching mission at UN-L is enhanced by faculty research and public
service activities. Undergraduate and graduate programs essential to a
major university are made possible by the research and creative
scholarship endeavors of the faculty. What is taught in UN-LIs
classrooms is enriched and strengthened by the faculty's creative
activities in the lab, the library, and the field. The result in many
instances would be diminished in the absence of either research or
public service.
The service mission at UN-L affords the people of the State and nation
an array of opportunities, brought about by the faculty roles of
teaching and research. Inquiries from a wide range of individuals,
husinesses, public and private agencies and organizations present the
faculty opportunities to apply theory and research findings in
practical settings. From these experiences the faculty make
observations and an~lyses which lead to further insight beneficial to
the teaching and research mission.
The research mission at UN-L is stimulated by the faculty's interaction
with students at all levels. The constant exposure to questioning of
basic concepts by fresh minds in the classroom and laboratory forces
the researcher to reexamine and question continually concepts with
which he or she has become comfortable through long-time association
rather than through critical thought. Research also benefits from
direct and broad public service involvements.
UN-L has a major responsibility for fulfilling the mission of graduate
education in Nebraska, including the primary responsibility for
doctoral level programs, except in health-related disciplines. The
University of Nebraska Graduate College was the first established
west of the Mississippi River, charged with the responsibility to
uphOld standards of the highest academic quality and to promote faculty
and student research and creative scholarship.
A dominant characteristic of land-grant institutions is the commitment
that knowledge gained in the field and laboratory be extended to the
citizenry of the state. At UN-L, the Cooperative Extension Service and
the Division of Continuing Studies are the largest and most widely
known public service agents of the University of Nebraska.
Nevertheless, public service emanates from the entire framework of
UN-L teaching and research capabilities, to the citizens of Nebraska
and also to people in developing countries in other parts of the world.
As a part of fulfilling the public service mission of the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, the faculty, staff, and students engage in a wide
variety of activities designed to make their personal capabilities and
the resources of UN-L available to the citizens of the State of
Nebraska. A great many of these activities are provided by individuals
and academic units on an informal basis as a part of the general
responsibility of UN-L to serve the state.
THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE (Excerpts)
For more than a century, the College has participated in the
agricultural development of Nebraska and the mid-America region.
When the University of Nebraska was established in 1869, the Nebraska
Legislature committed it to the terms of the federal Land-Grant College
Act, known as the Morrill Act of 1862. This meant that the University
would instruct in agriculture and the "mechanic arts" and thereby
qualify for free grants of federal land.
The first effort was in the brief operation of a "model farm" on a site
now used for the State Fairgrounds and the University's Bob Devaney
Sports Center. Three years after classes began at the University, a
320 acre farm, located on the present East Campus, was purchased. It
was here that the College put down its roots and has since continued
to grow.
The research effort took solid form in 1887 when Congress passed the
Hatch Act and cleared the way for the establishment of the Experiment
Station Program. The service efforts matured rapidly after the
passsage of the Smith-Lever Act of 1914, which resulted in the creation
of the Cooperative Extension Service. This is the program that brought
fame to the "county agents" and to the "horne demonstration agents" and
eventually gave rise to 4-H clubs.
In the spring of 1974, the Institute of Agriculture and Natural
Resources was established to consolidate the varied agricultural
programs of the University of Nebraska. In addition to the academic
dimension, the institute serves agriculture through the Agriculture
Experiment Station and the programs of the Cooperative Extension
Service, the Conservation and Survey Division, International Programs,
and the Water Resources Center.
In its teaching programs, the College now serves over 2,200 students,
including hoth graduates and undergraduates. Twelve academic
departments with a highly qualified faculty of 1745 offer more than 35
options to undergraduate majors working toward the four-year Bachelor
of Science degree. There are also preprofessional curricula in forestr)
and veterinary medicine, and the College offers a two-year general
program in agriculture that leads to a Certificate in Agriculture.
Vocational technical agricultural training leading to an associate
degree is available at the University of Nebraska School of Technical
Agriculture at Curtis, NE.
Agriculture represents one of the oldest professional fields of study
and yet is as current and relevant as other areas of science and
technology. Because of the rapid advancement within the technological
and scientific aspects of agricultural study, students must receive
training from a teaching faculty possessing the highest degree of know-
ledge. Through their work in teaching, research and extension, the
College's faculty members are highly qualified in their respective
fields and are in daily contact with the agricultural needs and
problems of the state, the nation, and the world.
GOALS OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AS ESTABLISHED BY THE FACULTY
The College of Agriculture strives to achieve the following - Student
development of professional competence by providing:
1. A sound hackground in agricultural and natural resource sciences
that will enable them to understand and apply future technological
develoments and adapt to change.
2. An opportunity to develop technical competence with specialization
in one or more areas of agricultural and natural resource sciences.
3. Academic preparation for suitable and satisfying careers.
4. A strong background and preparation for advanced and postgraduate
study.
s. Preparation in preprofessional areas such as veterinary medicine
and forestry.
6. Background and training for international service in agriculture
and natural resources.
-Student personal development by providing:
1. Opportunities for participation in student organizations.
2. A forum for student and faculty interaction through the advising
program and various organizations.
3. Experiences that will stimulate and foster professional and social
growth.
4. The means to explore various career choices and assistance in
identifying employment opportunities.
-Student development of skills:
1. In the art of effective communications, business, management and
leadership.
2. Through practical hands-on experiences in agriculture and natural
resources.
3. In applying analytical techniques in specialized areas of agricul-
ture and natural resources.
-Student development of general knowledge and breadth of understanding:
1. In the supporting areas of biological, physical, and social
sciences and the humanities.
2. By individualization of programs through majors, options, and
elective courses.
-Faculty development by providing:
1. Opportunities for improvement of instructional skills.
2 . An atmosphere for research and scholarly activities.
3 . Encouragement of professional growth.
4. Opportunities for international teaching.
-Continuing education by providing:
1. Services to the citizens of Nebraska in the form of continuing
education and nondegree programs.
2. Assistance to alumni in keeping current in their fields and
identifying employment opportunities through liaison and con-
tinuing educational activities.
PROGRAM RATIONAL
The much publicized over supply of teachers in education during the
1970's changed to a teacher shortage in the 1980's. The field of
vocational agriculture education has had a shortage of teachers for
many years.
It has only been the last couple of years in which the supply of
vocational agriculture instructors in Nebraska has exceeded the demand.
Nebraska is unique in this regard. Several of our graduates have gone
out of state to accept teaching positions.
The goals and objectives for the Agricultural Education Department have
been previously identified. They address the role and mission as
identified by the University and the College.
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III. DEGREE STRUCTURE
A. Degrees offered.
1. B.S. in Agricultural Education
2. M.S. in Agricultural Education
B. Curricular requirements
1. B.S. in Agricultural Education (See following page)
2. M.S. in Agr~cultural Education
Candidates for the degree of Master of Science with a
major in Agricultural Education must present undergraduate
preparation totaling at least 40 hours in agricultural
subjects plus at least 18 hours in Education or 18 hours
selected from two or mote of the following: Education,
Agricultural Extension, Psychology, or Sociology. Up to 6
of the 18 hours may be waived at the rate of 1 hour per year
for each successful experience as an agricultural educator.
An English examination is required of all candidates apply-
ing with less than 2.5 undergraduate GPA (4.0 basis). A
stuclent is required to include in R masters pro~r:lm A~r1­
cultural Education 805 and 845 and either write a thesis
(Agricultural Education 899) or conduct a non-thesis study
and write a paper (Agricultural Education 996).
Options for the Masters Degree. The Graduate College
offers the degree of Master of Science under three options.
In choosing an option a student should be guided by the type
of training desired.
Option I. The masters degree under Option I should be chosen
by those who are preparing for careers in research and
scholarly work or in college or university teaching. Under
this option a student must earn a minimum of 30 semester
hours of credit, consisting of 20 to 24 semester hours of
regular course work, and present a thesis equivalent
to 10 semester hours. At least one-half of the required
work, including thesis, must be taken in one major suhject.
The remaining work may be supporting courses or in a minor
consisting of at least 9 semester hours. Eight hours
credit, in addition to the thesis, must be earned in courses
open exclusively to graduate students (900 level or 800 level
without 400 or lower counterparts).
Option II. The masters degree under Option II is offered
in certain departments upon the advice and the approval of
the major advisor, the Graduate Committee, and the Dean for
Graduate Studies. This option encourages a wider range of
courses than is permissible under Option I. Under this
option, a student must earn a minimum of 36 semester hours
of credit in courses representing a major and either one or
two minors. A thesis is not requried. A program consisting
Agricultural Education Major Rl'quirements
II(/(/t~
"gricullur.t1 cour!>e~ , 40
Anlnldl ,( len( e . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . b
Plant "Ieme .. . . b
AgrlCullur.lI economICs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Mechanized agflcullure (excluding MechAg 1091. . . 9
Agtllultur.llelectives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I j
SUllgested al\f1cullural elecl,ve,: AnSel HI. 252 or 253 or 454 or 455 or
456; Awon 101, 153, 204 or 240; Enlornol 101; Hort 130; UteSc, 269;
Al\Econ lUI or 20l. 211 . .lOS; MechAg 117, 232, 242
Biological sciences courses ..•..•••••...•..•.••..•••••.••••••.••...•.•..••. 11-12
LlieScl \01 (General Biology) 4
LlieSci \09 (General BotolnYI. . . . . .. . 4
or LifeSci 1\2 (Introduction 10 Zoology). . . . .•. . . . . . . . . 4
Agron 315 (GenetICs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . j
or LifeSCI 241 (General Genetics). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
or LiieSu IUO IAgm.ullurdl M'Ctub,ulog , . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . j
Physical ~ciences and mathemdlics courses 16
Chem 109 olnd 110 IGeneroll Chemt>trvJ .. Ii
or Chem 11 j and 114 (Fund,unentdl ChemIstry)
.Ind Chem I 16 IQudntitat,ve Chemisll) Lolbl . . . 9
M.lth 100,lnd lUI IAIAebral. -1
or .\lolth 102 (Trigonometrv) 2
PhySICS or MechAg 109 IPhysicdl PrinCiple, In Agrllullure' 4
Humanities and social sciences courses ........••.•••..•.........••....•.•..•...25
Communications block . . '2
English 150 ICompositionl. . . . .
AI(Comm 200 ITechnlCdl Writingl .
SpComm 204 IPublK Speaking) or SpCumm 10':1 IFundollllent.lls ut
Hum.ln (Ol1lmUnl(·.It1on) or Sp(ulllm III IBu'lIless ano Indu,llI,ll
Communlfdtlonl . . . . . . . . . . . . . J
Communlcolt,ons electives.. . . . . .. .. .. .. I
Selected from Englt>h, introuuetory luurn,ll"m (ou"es le,cluulOg pho-
togtolphyl. and >peech communicoltion
Eton 210 (Introduction to EconOnllCSJ. . ")
or Econ 211 (PrincipiI's of Economic>!
olnd Econ 212 IPrlnClples 01 Ell)J101l1IC"
Humanities and/or socioll Sciences cou"es. . .. 7-ll
Selected from two or more of the 10110wIOg: EdP&SF j62 (required ror
(·el1lf,c.1I10nl; Agricultural CommunICations; AgEcon 276; Anthropol-
ogy; Arch,tectur..··; Art; ClasSICS; Crimlnoll Justice; Economin lexclud-
in,! courses under the sublltle of qUdnlltoltive economl(5l; Edulollion,ll
P5\chology and Soc,al Found,lIions; English; Geogr.lph~· textludonl-\
physical geography); History; EdP&SF 237; Human Development and
the Famdv; lournalism; Modern Languages and L,teratures; Music Phl-
j'J'ophy; Polltl(.I1 SCIence; Ps\'cholo)l\; Relig,on; SOl,ol"gy; aod
Spet'fh Commlln,c.ltlon
Agrilulturdl education courses, ....•...• , .. , .•...••• _•.........•.••.•••...•.... 25
AgEd 114 ,Introduu,on to Vocdl,onal Educolllon In AgrICulture). . 2
Aglu 294 I The II III 01 the VocatIonal Aio\f1culture Instructor) . . 2
"\gEd J 13 IFFA Prugr.lms olnd Cholpter A(hi,er De\elopmenli 2
Prolesslon.ll Seme,ter __ . . . . . . . \9
AgEd 405 IMethods of Instru((lon).
AgEd 4Ull ,Tt',Kh,nl-\ -\I-\tlculturoll /"\ech,lnll'J.
Agld 41 \ IPrllgr,lm Developnlt'nli
'\gld -1 II I~tlld"nl T...ll hlng In Agll( uliur", Ii
Free eleltives.......•...•••.......•.•.. , ..••.•.••••.• , , , •..... , , to-II
5U1.;g",ted (llllhe, Ill( lude: Agld I J I l~lI~r\"ed Field l'II<.'r'('I1«>"
2-1 h":-\gld 4'1l> t1l1dl'p"ndent Study 111 Agll(ultur"lldul,lllllnl I-I)
hIS
Minimum requirements for graduation...........•............ , ..••....• , ... _.. 11ll
of a major and one minor must include not fewer than 18 hours
in the major and 9 hours in the minor. If two minors are
elected, the major must total at least 15 hours and the
minors at least 9 hours each. In either case, at least 12
of the 36 hours must be earned in courses open exclusively
to ~raduate students (900 level or 800 level without 400
or lower counterparts).
Option III. The masters degree under Option III is
designed especially for the student who plans to continue
scholarly work in a chosen field past the masters level. It
permits the substitution of more intensive work in advanced
courses for the thesis or minor. Under this option, the
student must earn a minimum of 36 semester hours of credit, at
least 18 of which must be earned in courses open exclusively
to ~raduate students (900 level or 800 level without 400 or
lower counterparts). The program must include 18 hours in
the major.
Core Requirements:
Ag Ed 805 Advanced Teaching Methods in Occ Ed 5 credits
A~ Ed 845 Research in Occupational Ed 3 credits
Ag Ed 899 Masters Thesis 6-10 credits
or
Ag Ed 996 Non-thesis Research 2-6 credits
Electives in Ag Ed and Supporting Fields 14-18 credits
Total 30-36 credits
* 30 credits are required for the thesis option.
36 credits are required for the non-thesis option.
C. Program Relationship to Professional Guidelines.
The National Standards for Quality Programs in Vocational Pro~rams in
Agricultural/Agribusiness Education (1977) contains a section for
Teacher Education in Agriculture. (Appendix A) Of the 26
undergraduate standards listed, the department meets or exceeds 20 (80%)
of the standards. The primary areas of non-compliance are in the areas
of recruitment, length of student teaching, and number of times a
student teacher is visited by Ag Ed staff.
Undergraduate course content compares favorably with the experiences
advocated in the National Standards for Teacher Education in
Agriculture. Undergraduate courses address all specific vocational
agricuture program areas with the exception of adult education. Adult
education in agriculture is taught within two undergraduate courses (Ag
Ed 405 - Methods of Teaching and Ag Ed 413 - Program Planning) and in
one graduate course (Ag Ed 806 - Continuing Education in Agriculture).
Additionally, the department meets or exceeds the criteria estab-
lished by the Nebraska Council on Teacher Education (Appendix B).
The Department of Agricultural Education meets and/or exceeds all
standards listed for graduate programs leading to the M.S. degree.
D. Key Service Courses
All Ag Ed courses are used as service courses to some extent. The
enrollment in many of the courses sometimes represent as many as 50%
non-Ag Ed majors. Specific service courses include:
Ag Ed 102 Interpersonal Relationships in Agriculture
Ag Ed 202 Leadership Development for Agriculture
Courses designed for majors but have service course appeal for
non-majors include:
Ag Ed 134 Introduction to Vocational Education in Agriculture
Ag Ed 294 SOE and Record Keeping
Ag Ed 313 FFA Programs and Chapter Advisor Development
All graduate courses in the department are open for enrollment to
interested graduate students from other disciplines. Currently, a
substantial number of international students and students interested in
becoming extension agents enroll in Ag Ed 80S - Advanced Teaching
Methods and other Ag Ed graduate courses. Students majoring in the
Center for Business and Vocational Technical Education enroll in Ag Ed
courses to meet degree requirements in vocational education.
E. Ag. Ed. Curriculum as listed in the respective College Bulletins.
Two major curriculum changes have been recently approved by the College
Curriculum Committee which do not appear on the following College
Bulletin course descriptions. The first, a new course, Ag Ed 102 and
the other a change of title and description of Ag Ed 294. The
information on these are as follows:
Agricultural Educat~on 102: Interpersonal Skills for Agriculturists
(3 cr I,ll) Lect/Act.
Introduction to the principles and practices of positive interpersonal
relationships for agriculture s~udents. Emphasis is placed on
self-awareness, awareness of others, and the building of trust
relationships as a basis for understanding and developing leadership.
An experiential approach, including field projects, will be utilized
in testing and applying principles. Instructional methods will in-
clude guest speakers, discussion, role playing, films, reference
materials, supervised project, and examinations.
Agricultural Education 294: Supervised Occupational Experience
Programs and Record Keeping, (2 cr I, II) Lect/Act.
An overview of Supervised Occupational Experience Programs and the
role of experiential learning in vocational agriculture. This course
prepares students to supervise Supervised Occupational Experience
Programs and provide instruction on using and analyzing the vocational
agriculture record book.
F. Differentation between Undergraduate and Graduate Credit.
Content needed to successfully enter and progress in the teaching
profession as a vo ag instructor is presented at the undergraduate
level, whereas content regarded as less essential, yet necessary to
enhance already established programs are primarily offered at the
graduate level through existing courses and/or inservice workshops.
Graduate coursework is more indepth, concentrating on principles and
understandings, whereas undergraduate courses are designed to prepare
students with the specific skills necessary for immediate success.
Some philosophic foundations are taught, but not to the extent as in
The courses outlined below are planned for agricultural educators (i.e .. teadlNs
0; agriculture, extension a~ents, and agricultural business and industry educa-
tors).
134. Introduction to Vocational Education in Agriculture 12 cr I, II) lecl/acl
An Introducllon 10 Ihe Colleg", oi AwicullUre. agrocultural education, and Ihe proi(,~slons of
teaching vocallondl agrlCultun' or of extension. Quahiicatlon~ ne(e,sary for success and
how 10 prepare for these cart't'rs and their opponunllies. Field (lIpls).
202. Leadership Developmt"nt for Agriculture I! cr I. III ll'Ct.',1Ct
An 1I11lllduttiun tu It',lder~hlp processe,. lOlpham " plact'd on u('"elopln/l ledd.."h,p ~"Ilis
ior agroculture group~. (Id~,es arl' drscussion and action oriented to SimulatE' realleader,hlp
situallons. (Can be used for free electives only.)
294. The lob of a Vocational Agriculture Instructor 12 cr I, II) lecVact
An owr"If"w or 1I0cationai agroculture programs Including their goals. purposes, and tl'PE's
of high school programs. ThiS course Will gille preparation for the future in the profp"ion 01
agrocultural educatIOn by developing student occupallOnal p~perien(p programs and U~lnR
the arcompanying record book~. Indlllidual VISitS ar.. mdde 10 lIocaliondl aRm ullur.. uepart.
menl~.
313. FFA ProKrams and Chaptt"r Adviu-r Development 12 (I I. II) le( t'dlt
Dl'VI'I"IJIng and I "nuu( ling f 1:\ (hapll'r a( 11\ IIII', i1pproprrall' 10 COnlrnurHt\ , ".hool, anti
~ludl'nt nt·ed,. DevellJplnR tht- chdpler ad",er's Ipaue"hlp ,"ill.
331. Supervised field hperiences 12-5 cr I, II, III) lab. Prereq: Junior or ~enior bl' dpplrta-
tlon
A (wid course of supervised .,b,ervation dnd partICipation With vanous pha~es of agrICultur-
al education andlor agnnu"ness.
405. Methods of Instruction 13-5 cr I, II) leCl'acl Prereq: J hrs educaliondl pwchologl',
senior hy dpplr( at,on
Pl,mnlng .md LClOdll( tlnR !'1I1'( tl\'\' II1strllctlonal proW.lnK In,tru( Il0n,rI rllt'lhuds. dt"" I'S,
It" hnl'llil-S, dnd IIr(J( l'dw,', u,t'd In d",,-rnrn,lllng ,lKtIlllllural ,ntolln,lllun to 1'Illlih ,Ind
,\tfull5.
'"408. Tpachinlll.Al!ricultural Mechanics (] n I. II) lect dCI. Prt'rpq: b hrs Oll'dlanllt-d dR'
lit ultWl', advanced ~I,Jnding
PIJnnrng. conuuctlng, dnu ,lumrnlSlering Ih....gm ultural mt'chanl(~ prowal1l. Salt't\, Sl,ll'C'
tlon, Cd'l', dno us.. 01 hand and power tool, dnd t'qulplTll'nl. Studt-Ill dt'n1llmlrallons dntl
pre~t'ntallon,. ~
412812. Instructional Matl"l'i'a1sin' Occupational Education U-J {II It'll
Phrlosophy, object,,·..>, and rnelhod~ ot dt'\eloplng a ,ound prugram or It'a( hlng aids.
Matenal~ avallanle: pracllct' rn con~lrucfrn~ dnd a<spmhling such I('aching olIOS as picturl-S,
,"'arts, graph" dra\\'rnRs, and modd~. Delermrn,ng ('(Iucdllonal adapt,llton ul re~(,urct'
mater".1 f(,uno In lac 011 <,( hools, communilies. larms, dnd hllsrne"e~
413, ProKram Ot·,('lopmenl II cr I. III ll"t.all Pre'..q: 1 hI' t'du(,llIonal pS\(hu!ug"
Sl'nll" nil ..pplll ,Ilion
()""el"IJ"'f\ ,I progr,II" uj 'O( ,ll,onal ..gilt ullure rn d 10Cdi Sl hool'baSl-d on 01.( up,lIlon,ll
opportuOltles dnd commun'fll nPtods. Phllosophv, Oflldni/at,on, and admm,strallun of the
v(Kalional aRfI( ullurt' progr,'nl onteWall'd \S ,th the 101011 ~ool programs.
420/820 1420f/8201l. Impro.._nt of Instructional Progr.vns for Post-High School Occu·
p.tional Eduution IVocdlional Education 420/820, 0-3 cr I. II, 1111 lecl. Prereq:
Bdccalaureale degree; 12 hrs agricultural educallon or equivalent; and/or permiSSion
of instructor
Designrng new Instructional programs. expanding the impact of student behallioral objec·
ti,es, dnd e\ dludtlng lhe 101.11 Instucllonal program.
424/824, Development and Organization of Vocational Education IBusine~s [ducation,
(urrrluiurn and Imtrucllon, Vocdllonal lUUc,lllon 424.'/124) (1-.1 cr) Le<:t
O"-"'I('W of I'lxatlondl d;ld prd{tKal educ.lllon, Ihell pldce in the communlly srhool;
planning comprehensl\e pro!\fdms In agrICulture, bUSIOl-SS. homemakinK, and Indu~tridl
educatron. For tedchers, admlOlstrators, and gUIdance personnel.
431. Student Teaching in Agriculture t!-8 cr I. /I) lecvlab. Prereq: 3 hrs educational
psychology, pnor approval and appo,nlment
Six to elJo\ht ... eeks of on·campus supervi;ed sludent teaching in d selected high school
\'ocallonal d;;nculture department. GUided partlcip.llron In all phases oi the duties and
dctivilles ul dn agriculture teacher.
433'833. PlanninK and Implementation of Cooperative htension Programs for Domestic
and Foreign Audiences iJ cr I) lecl J Prereq: Senior or graduate standlnll dnd consent
01 rnwuctor
The unique reatures of the COOPE'ralllle extenSion 'I'''' ice as an educational inSlllutron and ItS
Invo/llt'mt'nt of local people rn the prol!ram de,elopment and IdentiitCdlrOn of problems and
deSign or lon~·rdnJole plan~, annual pl.IO', community dellelopment, and 1>ldns for sln!!le
evl'rus: _.ppli( ahle 10 dorn..strc dnd foreign e\lemlOn prowant'.
4fJ4. Underl(raduate Seminar in AKriculturoil EduCoition " -l cr)
Phllmophv ,IOd reldl,on,h,p 01 vocdtrondl aKII(ulture In the publiC schools. Development
dnd coordln .. llon 01 ddull dnd contlnuinl! dgllcullural educdtron programs.
496.8%. Independent Study in Agricultural Education (1-9 (II Prereq: 12 hr, dgncuhurdl
educdtlon or closely reldled dreas and permISSion
Individual or I!roup prolects 10 research, Illerature "'lIiew, or extension of course work
under SUPE''' ISlon dnd eVdluatron ot d depdrtmenlal Idculty memher
Ch,ln~c recently approved by the College Curriculum Committee
·80.&. Problt>m~ 01 Be~innltl~ \'ocdlinn.ll AJ(ricuhure Tt>d( hers• .!-:; l r I. II, Ill, P,,)ult·m., an .n.. trUt,liolld!
pl.lnnll)~ .Jnd nl(,'tll(l(.ltlit)~\ dod In urJ.:Jn'i.,n~ ~l'ltmdJr\ Jnu lontlnU,nlo: t."(JulJ(,un. r~-o\. rt!ld
.uUI(ullur.d l'\pf>r,enll' prncr.lm". lert '.K'
°80;. "d'aneed T.aehin~ M.lhocl; in Occupalional Educalion. 1-3 ,r 1,11,u /'ll-, ~t'Lld. \ "dd .. In·
:111\.lll\l· .1~iJ~(JJtnl'~ III Il'.H hll,g. mnt,\.lllnji: ..I-.zell'nt .. dl·\l·luplIl.': Inll'lt·:-l .. d·~lllICh.. 't, .\Ild dlHh·
tlt'~ Il"SOrl i'·.tnnIlH!. nt'\'. dlUI dlh'e1n({'d (!.l~.,runnltt'(hnH)Ul" .Incl plnll'dLlfl'~, LCl( Jc.1
-SOb. ConlinuinJ( Edu( dlwn in A~ri(ullure. .!- II r. Phllo ..Oi1tl\ (lhlt'l tl\l·....1"tl '~H'I~')d.. cit «lll{llJll,n~
\ J.ln..: .j1lc1 .ItIIJlll.Hrll": ,Iud ,HllIIIIJfl·T,lrrn .l),:.rlUjlt.r.llln"~I';ll.jHI th·ll'II1' '1,1": !In,d.. 1I1).:.'"I/Hll(
.l{hl'\JI\ (UUnltl~, t.llHlutllflt.! ll.\ .. ~ llill,j Im·",h,' m"Hulllon ,Hlli t·\.ll\,hlttoll LI'\1
°80~. Ouupalional hp<'ri~n(e P",~rdm,. I "" 1.1'1' /lll~ Ru.ld ldl ~ ~"dd \ <><td' fh., phd",,,·
pih dlUJ 01 lit" I" t' (,I lilt' ph lilT! llH'lhucl. Pro\ HIIIlIJ; .ldt'ou.lll· l,tku <lI,on.\! 1'\1 h··lt'l1(.l'. orAdll'i '''fit
Jdmlnl'h'r;~\o! ('\ .1 IU,ll;n..: ("I)t.'rtl'n< ~ OHJ!i{f ,1fl b. ell1(l nl,l\ lilt Il;tlt' "'upl:r \ I"l'l! Ull UtMIHllletl e'pl'fl-
(",,({. It:lf lollJ
812. In~lru(lioncJlMalerial, in O((upalional Educaliun, .!-> ,r, P11I[CI ...Oph\. 01'1('1.. fl\{"'. dnd mf~lhod...
(jlljt'\t'itlntn~ J ",'lund Ilrll~f.lm U1lt'd("hln~ ,lid.. , M.llto r t.l!" d\.nl.lhlt.'. prJl:lt.t' m lon"lruUlnJr.: .1nd
J~'l'mhl!n~ ~u(h t(',Hhlne Jld .. J'" ~1«(Uf(' .. , ltlart" C.r,l;lh... drJ\\In~., Jnd modl,I,t. llel£'rm,nlO)(
l'(JUl,III(H).ll Jd.lpl.lthm 'II ((,.,(IUllt' rn.ltertdl luulHI In IO(dl ')(ho(JI~, (Omnlunl(lt· ... I,unl~. dnd
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graduate coursework, primarily because undergraduates lack the
experience base to apply philosophic priciples to vocational education
and agriculture.
Graduate coursework is more self-directed, whereas undergraduate
courses are generally more instructor-directed. One principle of adult
learning is that adults are much more receptive of self-directed
activity than traditional college students.
The quality and depth of coursework for graduate courses is super-
ior to that which is expected in undergraduate courses.
Differences in content and difficulty level of acceptible
performance of students are monitored by individual faculty members.
This is helped by the fact that, generally, the faculty member
responsible for the undergraduate course on a specific subject is also
responsible for its graduate counterpart.
The undergraduate program unit and the Departmental Graduate
Committee periodically review their respective curriculums, as well.
G. Provision for Individual Program of Study.
The Ag Ed program provides for individual interests and growth for its
majors, both at the graduate and undergraduate level.
Undergraduates:
Majors receive departmental counseling to identify agricultural
interest areas and technical subject matter strengths and weaknesses.
Initial counseling sessions are used to plan an individualized
undergraduate program by using their agricultural electives (13) and
their free electives to meet certification requirements while
strengthening the areas of their choice.
Majors are encouraged to "double major" or meet graduation
requirements in a technical agricultural field of their choice as
well as in Agricultural Education. Currently, 60 Ag Ed students are
double majors and several are triple majors.
Ag Ed majors may elect to enroll in one of the College of Agri
culture options available to all agriculture students; i.e.,
Communications and Business.
Graduates:
Graduate students are offered opportunities to specialize in a variety
of areas. Of the 30-36 credits required for a M.S. Degree in
Agricultural Education, only 12-15 are required in specific courses.
The additional courses may be in agricultural education, vocational
education, technical agriculture, educational administration,
curriculum development, etc.
Research and professional problems identifed by graduate students
have a high degree of flexibility in being of such a nature to meet
the student's own needs and interests. The graduate student's request
is given careful consideration in the appointment of major professor
and graduate advisor.
Graduate student counseling includes setting of personal and
professional goals and development of individualized programs of study
to assist the student in meeting those goals.
IV BASIC PROGRAM DATA
The Office of Institutional Research and Planning has provided the
following data as it relates to Course Sections, Enrollment, Class
Size, Credit Hours, Costs and Clientele.
TADJ.!: 1
UN-L l\Cl\lJ[;.''1lC Pl,OGHAN ro:v lEW
DEPAk'r:>1ENT OF A(;. EDUCl\'!'ION
NUr-tmm OF COURSe SI::CTION5, REGI,5THNrIONS,
AVEAAGE CLASS SIZE. AND S'rUl)f:N1" CftEUI'.l' HOURS
l-'ALL SEMI::S'J'l::R~ 1978-'/9 AVf) 1902-33
1978-79 1902-83
Average Student. Average Studont
C'ourtoe No. of C1asg Credit No. of Clas~ Credit
~L- S('ction!> Reqistrations Size Hours Sections Registrations Size III)Urfi
--
134 1 61 61 122 1 35 35 70
202 l 7 7 14
294 1 27 27 54 1 24 24 48
313 1 16 16 32 1 19 19 38
331 1 3 3 6 1 2 2 6
405 1 16 16 80 2 * 12. 6* 58
406 1 11 11 33
413 1 17 17 51 1 11 11 33
431 1 16 J6 128 1 11 11 08
4%/8% 1 6 6 18
812 1 11 1.1 33 1 9 9 26
820 1 2 2 6
890 1 1 1 3
896 1 :J 3 12
899 1 2 2 8
904 1 10 10 30 1 8 8 2.
996 1 3 3
-ll
ft)TAL 10 183 18 554 17 160 70 478
11-23-83
llU.P
* :r~cludes one graduate student who enrolled for only 3 'lOur:; of cred~t,
DEPARTMENT OF AG. E1)UCATION
TABLE 2
ACADEMIC PR<X;AAM REVIEW
NUMIlER OF CLASS REGISTRATIONS, SnJDENT CREDIT HOURS, M"D STUDENT CONTACT HOURS BY L..~L
FALL S~STERS 1978-79 to 1982-83
Total Lower Level Upper Level Graduate & Professional
Ye<tr
No. of Credit Contact No. of Credit Cont.Jct No. of Credit Contact No. of Credit Co:;tac
Regis. Hours Hours Regis. Hours Hours Regis. Hours I!ours Regi!>. Hours Hours
1378-79 1:13 SS4 554 88 176 176 69 300 328 26 78 68
1979-80 218 695 695 85 166 166 118 453 528 15 76 60,
1990-91 171 495 495 79 158 158 75 259 375 11 78 45
!.981-€2 182 612 612 74 148 148 89 389 432 19 75 48
1992-83
160 478 478 66 132 132 66 256 301 28 90 68
" Cr.ange
frc::J 1978-79 (12.6) (I3.7) (13.7) (25.0) (25.0) (25.0) (4.3) (14.7) 31. 7 7.7 15.4 0.0
t.o 1982-83
\ Change (51.9) 16.7 29.4~::C::l 1981-92. (17 . I) (21.9) (21.9) (10.8) (10.8) (10.8) (25.8 30.3 47.4
to 1982-83
Sour=e: ·~ysi3 of Cours~ Offerin~s, C1a~s Size, Te~c~ing Load, and CredIt Hour Costs, Fall Scmc~ters, 1978-79 through
1982-83 (Tables 7, 103, 203), Office of Institutional Re~earch and Planning. (Corrected by Class Rusters).
11-29-63
;.R~!'
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TADLE 3
ACADE."1IC PROGR.-...."1 REVIEW
DE:PARntENT OF AG. EDUC,ITION
STUDENT CREDIT HCURS PER FT~ INSTRUCTIOIl1\L FACULTY BY LEVEL
FALL SEMESTERS 1978-79 To 1982-83
I
Total Lower Level , Upper Level Graduate & Professional
Yc~ F"rE FTE FTS FTE
Instr. Instr. Instr. Instr.
Faculty SCH SCH/FTE Faculty SCH SCH/FTE Faculty SCM SCIJ/FTE F.Jculty SClf SCU/FTE
_378-79 3.40 554' 162.9 .54 176 325.9 2.19 300 137.0 .67 78 116.4
979-80 3.40 695 204.4 .44 166 377.3 1.96 453 231, 1 1.00 7(1 76.6.
980-81 4.40 495 112.5 .44 158 2;96 259 87.5 LOU 78 73.0
981-82 4.40 612 139.1 .67 148 220.9 2.75 389 141. 5 1.00 75 75.0
Ola2-83 :L40 478 140.6 .67 132 197.0 2.02 256 126.7 .71 9u 126.8
Chc!n1e
]7:)-79 to 0.00 (13.7) (~3.7) 24.1 (25.0) (60.4) (7.8) (14.7) (7.5) 6.0 15.4 8.9
-'32-83
Change
'31-82 tc (22.7) (28.0) (1.07) (0.0) (10.8) (10.2) (26.5) (34.2) (l0.5) , (29.0) 16.7 40.9
32-83
-'.l:ce: A:'1aly31!J of Course Of!erinos, Cla~s Size, Teaching Load, and Credit Hour Costs, Fall Scmc!Jtcr 1970-79 through
1982-83, Tables lOS, 103, and 107, Office of Institutional Research and Planning. (Corrected by Class Hosters)
~-23-a3
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TABLE 4
ACADEllIC PROGRAM REVIEW
Dr.PARTMEN~ OF AG. EDUC~TIO~
DIRECT INSTRUCTIONAL SALt\R'f COST PER STUDENT CREDIT HOUR
FALL SEMESTERS 1978-79 - 1982-83
Year
-
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
Cost Per Fall Semester
SCH Credi t Hours
$ 66.54 . 554
58.80 695
102.21 493
80.57 G12
80.44 478
Percent Change From
1978-79 to 1982-83
Percent Change From
1981-82 to 1982-83
20.9
(0.2)
(13.7)
(21. 9)
Source: Analysis of Cour$e Offerings, Clns5 Size, Tcaching Lo~d,
and Credit Hour Costs, Fall semesters 1978-79 through
1932-03, Office of Institutional Research and Planning.
(Tables 110, 103) Revised with Grade Rosters, and Budgets
minus non-teaching F.T.E.'s ..
11-23-03
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TABLE 5
ACADEMIC PROGRAM REVIEW
DEPARTMENT OF' AG. EDUCA'!'ION
STUDENT REGISTRATIONS IN THE DEPARTMENT BY' COLLEGE
FALL SEMESTERS, 1978-79 to 1982-83
College 1978-79 1979-80· 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83
Agriculture 149 194 143 150 124
Architecture 1
Arts & Sciences 1 1
Business Admin. 1
Engineering -- 4 1
Graduate 30 20 23 26 30
HOlDe Economics 1
Law
Teachers 2 2 --
Other " Undeclared 1 3 2
'l'Ol'AL 183 2Hl 171 182 155
--
Source: Course registration by College of Origin, 1978 to 1982.
12-1-83
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V CURRICULAR CHANGES
The following changes have been made in course content, hours of
credit, additions, deletions or substantial modifications since the
last departmental review.
All changes are a result of staff action based upon input from the
students through ongoing course evaluations, the Agricultural Education
Departmental Advisory Committee, the previous departmental review and
through discussion with the Nebraska State Department of Vocational
Education - Vocational Agriculture Section.
A. Undergraduate (B.S.):
Ag. Ed. 102. Interpersonal Skills for Agriculturalists (3 cr).
New course added for Agricultural Education and other students in the
College of Agriculture. Course recommended but not required for degree
in Agricultural Education.
Ag. Ed. 134. Introduction to Vocational Education in Agriculture
(2 cr). Credit change from 3 hours to 2 credit hours to allow for
added program requirements. Became a degree requirement.
Ag. Ed. 202. Leadership Development for Agriculture (2 cr). New
course added for Agricultural Education and other students in the
College of Agriculture. Course recommended but not required for degree
in Agricultural Education.
Ag. Ed. 294. Supervised Occupational Experience Programs and
Record Keeping (2 cr). Major modification in title, description and
content. Became a degree requirement.
Ag. Ed. 313. FFA Programs and Chapter Adviser Development (2 cr).
New course added to fill determined need of certification candidates.
Became degree requirement.
Ag. Ed. 331. Supervised Field Experience (2-5 cr). Course number
changed from senior status (Ag. Ed. 481) and placed in sequence with
other experience course (Ag. Ed. 431--Student Teaching). Course avail-
able to all college students.
Ag. Ed. 404 (404f). Problems of Beginning Teachers (2-5 cr).
Course deleted from curricular offerings. Not appropriate for
clientele. (Retained as graduate field course)
Ag. Ed. 405. Methods of Instruction (3-5 cr). Credit hours
reduced from 6 to 5 hours for degree majors. Section of 3 cr. added to
accommodate emergency certification candidates. Individual module
approach discarded. Degree requirement.
Ag. Ed. 408. Teaching Agricultural Mechanics (3 cr). New Course
added as a result of previous program review and advisory council
recommendation. Became a degree requirement.
Ag. Ed. 413. Program Development (3 cr). Credits reduced from 5
to 3 to allow for additional program requirements. Individual modules
discarded. Degree requirement.
Ag. Ed. 419. Developing Instructional Program of Post High School
Agricultural Education (3 cr). Course deleted from curricular offer-
ings due to lack of interest and need.
Ag. Ed. 431. Student Teaching in Agriculture (2-8 cr). Course
title changed from Apprentice Teaching. Variable unit structure
established to accommodate emergency certification candidates. Degree
requirement.
Ag. Ed. 433. The Planning and Implementation of Cooperative
Extension Programs for Domestic and Foreign Audiences (3 cr). New
course added for emphasis in extension. Course not required for degree
in Agricultural Education but strongly recommended for students with
interest in Extension.
Ag. Ed. 496 and 499. Independent Study in Agricultural Education
(1-9 cr). The 499 course was deleted, and 496 increased from variable
units of 1-5 to 1-9 credits. Eliminated course duplication. Elective
course.
B. Graduate (M.S.) Changes:
Ag. Ed. 804f. Problems of Beginning Vocational Agriculture
Teachers (2-5 cr). Additional emphasis has been placed on the actual
problems of the heginning Vocational Agriculture Instructor with actual
follow up visitation involving all staff members. Course strongly
recommended for all beginning teachers.
Ag. Ed. 805. Advanced Teaching Methods in Occupational Education
(1-3 cr). Credit hours changed from 2-3 credits, to provide more
flexihility for field courses and uniformity of variable unit courses.
Course (3 cr) added as a graduate degree requirement for all students
completing a master's degree in Agricultural Education.
Ag. Ed. 825. Coordination in Occupational Training Programs (1-3
cr). Credit hours changed from 3 credits to provide more flexibility.
Ag. Ed. 833. The Planning and Implementation of Cooperative
Extension Programs for Domestic and Foreign Audiences (3 cr). New
course added for emphasis in extension. Course not required for Agri-
cultural Education graduate majors but strongly recommended for masters
candidates with an interest in extension.
Ag. Ed. 845. Research in Occupational Education (3 cr). Course
number changed from Ag. Ed. 902 (Ph.D. level). Added as a graduate
degree requirement for all students completing a masters degree in
Agricultural Education.
Ag. Ed. 890. Workshop Seminars in Education (1-12 cr). Course
title changed to accommodate "Professional Seminars Workshops". A
special 3 credit hour section (Administration of Agricultural Agencies)
was offered last summer on an experimental basis; not required for the
master's degree in Agricultural Education but strongly recommended for
graduate majors with an interest in extension.
Ag. Ed. 893. Technical Agriculture Workshops (1-12 cr). Course
added so that "Technical Workshops" could be accommodated and be
identified from "Professional Seminars/Workshops".
Ag. Ed. 903. Teacher Education in Agriculture (1-3 cr). Credit
hour change from 2-3 credits to provide more flexibility.
Ag. Ed. 996. - Research Other Than Thes i s (2 -6 cr). Added as a
degree requirement for those students not completing a master's thesis.
C. Efforts and innovations in curricular change designed to improve
the overall teaching program.
Many changes have been made to improve the overall quality of
teaching in the Department of Agricultural Education during the past
few years. While not limited to the following list, examples of
changes include:
--Visitations with Special Education Instructors while visiting
schools in Agricultural Education 134 (Introduction to
Vocational Education in Agriculture).
--Presentation of motivational activities by students in Agricul-
tural Education 134 (I~troduction to Vocational Education in
Agriculture).
--Visitations to actual Supervised Occupational Experience Pro-
grams of secondary students in Agricultural Education 294 (SOEP
and Record Keeping).
--Instruction in the professional block has been converted from an
individualized instructional approach to group instruction pro-
viding increased interaction with the instructors.
--Increased emphasis on quality micro-teaching in Agricultural
Education 405 (Methods of Instruction).
--Utilization of Core Curriculum and Competency Studies in Agri-
cultural Education 413 (Program Development).
--Efforts have heen made to incorporate Extension staff into the
teaching and advising of students expressing an interest in
extension.
--Much attention has been placed upon the coordination of the
various departmental classes (see Table 6), and to avoid repeti-
tion beyond desired levels and consistency in course goals and
objectives.
--Many staff members have utilized the services of the College's
Instructional Improvement Consultant for purposes of improving
their instruction. This has included course revisions and
teacher evaluation.
TABLE 6
CLASS .SEQUENCE, 1984 THROUGH 1988
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X
X
X
X
X
X
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1984 1985 1~ Fl~ 1987 l~!l~
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134 F/S X X X X X X X X X
202 F/S X X X . X X X X X X
294 F/S X X X X X X X X X
313 F/S X X X X X X X ,X X
405 F/S X X X X X X X X X
408 F/S X X X X X X X X X
412/812 X )( I X X X
413 FIS X X X X X X X X X
431 F/S X , X X X X X X X X
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VI POLICIES RELATED TO FACULTY
~. Ra!.~onale for establishing teaching loads:
The r.olleRe has established an FTE load of 9 weighted units per
semester. Having operated at a figure of 12 for many years and with
budget reductions in effect, it is extremely difficult to reduce the
staff average to that figure.
A staff member with no research or extension assignment and with
no graduate or undergraduate advising but providing 9 credit hours of
instruction would be considered as having a full teaching load.
One credit is given each semester for each 20 undergraduate
advisees or any fraction thereof. Honors Program advisees need to be
reported separately since they consume more adviser time. On this same
basis, supervising a load of 2 M.S. degree candidates who are regular
full-time graduate students is equivalent to one credit, or one Ph.D.
candidate, who is a regular full-time graduate student, is equivalent
to one credit. Since credit is recognized on this basis for graduate
students, no further credit is given for credit under Thesis courses.
B. Evaluation and Rewards.
Staff members submit a Staff Activities Report each December which
includes their involvement in teaching, research and service. The
department head may observe faculty, formally and/or informally on
occasion as well as review student evaluations submitted on each class.
This input, plus a review of the Staff Activity Report and verbal
comments volunteered by students and vocational agriculture teachers
serve as a basis for completing the Academic Performance Evaluation
form used by the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources
(Appendix C).
The completed form is reviewed by the appropriate Dean(s) and
Director(s). Additional comments received by them will be shared with
the faculty member at the time of a personal evaluation session which
includes a review of the evaluation form by the department head with
the staff member.
After reviewing the faculty member's involvement and performance
in teaching, research and/or service activities, next year's goals are
reviewed. Each person is encouraged to develop challenging goals.
Faculty members are also encouraged to nominate their peers for
appropriate recognition. This, plus providing whatever merit pay
raises are available provide the rewards of departmental involvement.
C. Program Policies.
The established policies of the University for recruiting,
promoting, compensating and retaining faculty members are utilized
by the department. Peer committees are an integral part of the proces~
whenever appropriate. The faculty is very professional and has high
but attainable standards which results in a strong faculty and what we
consider a quality program.
VII FACULTY RESPONSIBILITIES
Research and Creative Activities
Scholarly activity by departmental faculty.
a. Four (4) refereed articles the past year.
b. Nineteen (19) refereed articles the past five years.
c. Ten (10) non-refereed articles the past year.
d. Thirty six (36) non-refereed articles the past five years.
e. Five (5) books or texts published the past five years.
f. Ten (10) papers presented at conferences the past year.
g. Thirty eight (38) papers presented at conferences the past
five years.
h. Six (6) monographs or Department Reports published during
the past year.
i. Thirty nine (39) monographs or Department Reports published
the past year.
2. Research support within the University.
a. F.T.E.=2.29 (Faculty 1.20, Secretary .55, G.R.A .. 30, and
Hourly .24).
b. Salary and Benefits
c. Operating Expense
TOTAL
$69,464
6,560
$76,024
d. Library: Computer search - $15.00 per staff annually.
e. Computer: Budget allocation for programming, clerical,
computer time - $1,000.
f. Research support from external funding agencies (See
Section XII-A-4)
3. Staff Member's Experiment Station Projects
Blezek, Allen G., "An Assessment of Professionalism and
Leadership of Nebraska Vocational Education", Start--19 Oct. 1983;
End--30 Sept. 1986. Project #NEB-24-020.
Dillon, Roy D., "Preservice Evaluation of Student Teachers and
of Student Teaching Centers". Start--1 July 1983; End--30 June 1988.
Project #NEB-24-019.
Gilbertson, O.S. &Newkirk, G., "Vocational Agricultural &
Home Economics Programs in Rural Multi-District Schools", Start--l June
1979; End--30 May 1984. Project #NEB-92-008.
Horner, James T., "An Assessment of the Nebraska Vocational
Agriculture Core Curriculum", Start--17 May 1979; End--16 May 1984.
Project #NEB-24-016, and
"An Appraisal of Innovative Approaches to Leadership Educa-
tion/Action Development for Rural Community Resource Development",
Start--29 May 1979; End--28 May 1984. Project #NEB-24-017.
B. Teaching
1. Profile for the Current Academic Year, as provided by the
Office of Institutional Research and Planning. (See Tables 7 and 8).
2. Number of thesis and comprehensive examination committees
convened in the master's program in the past five years.
Year (Sept. 1, Aug. 30)
I9'83-84 (to Dec. 30, '83)
1982-83
1981-82
1980-81
1979-80
1978-79
No. of M.S. Completions
5
8
5
4
12
8
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Ag. Education. ,
* Includes a 1.000 Inservice FTE which should not be included in Teaching FTE.
C. Service
1. Program Service Component.
The department has been involved extensively in providing courses
to the programs of vocational agriculture in Nebraska. Annually, the
course Problems of Beginning Vo Ag Teachers is taught in the
departments of participating teachers. The sessions are conducted
once per month and rotate from one local vocational agriculture
department to another. Approximately five staff members have been
involved in the delivery of this course.
One department staff position is primarily responsible for facili-
tating inservice education in technical agriculture subject matter. In
the last five years, sixty two technical agriculture workshops have
been offered to teachers of vocational agriculture, county extension
agents, and instructors of trades and industrial education. During
this time period the average enrollment has been ten to fifteen
students per workshop. A more complete description of this service
activity is provided in the continuing education section of this
report.
Besides the technical agriculture workshops just described,
shorter duration workshops (2-8 hours) have been coordinated for
vocational agriculture instructors during their state education (NSEA)
meetings in October, and their professional conferences (NVAA) during
July.
To the benefit of other vocational disciplines in the University
of Nebraska, the Agricultural Education Department has taken the lead
and provided instruction in the following cross listed courses:
Ag Ed 805 Advanced Teaching Methods
Ag Ed 807 Occupational Experience Programs
Ag Ed 825 Coor. of Occupational Education
Ag Ed 845 Research in Occupational Education
Ag Ed 901 Supervision and Administration in Vocational Education
Ag Ed 904 Seminar in Vocational Education
Ag Ed 905 In-Service Preparation for Occupational and Adult
Educators
Staff from the department have also provided instruction in
service courses to the College of Agriculture for undergraduate majors.
Three staff memhers have assisted in Agriculture 489, Employment
Seminar, a course designed for senior students about to join the job
market. One staff member is currently the lead instructor in one
section of the Ag College Honors Program. The Honors Program is
designed to allow academic flexibility and challenge to the programs of
Agriculture College students who display exceptional academic merit.
At present the department provides instruction and the "home"
department for the course "Leadership Development for Agriculture".
(Ag. Ed. 202) This course is designed for all Agriculture College
students and is not a departmental requirement. This area of service
will be expanded next fall with the addition of a similar service
course dealing with "Interpersonal Skills for Agriculturalists" and
listed as Agricultural Education 102.
Also in the fall of 1984, one staff member will be providing the
instruction for the common Agriculture College course 271. This course
is an introduction to the computer applications in agriculture.
Another staff member holds a joint appointment in Agriculture
Education and the Office for International Programs. As a part of his
assignment the Department of Agricultural Education offers service in
extension education. Specially these courses are:
Ag Ed 833 Planning and Implementation of Extension Programs for
Domestic and Foreign Audiences
Ag Ed 890 Administration of Agricultural Agencies and Organi-
zations.
2. Individual Service
Members of the department take a very active part as members of
committees within the College of Agriculture, Institute of Agriculture
and Natural Resources and the University of Nebraska. Of course there
is much staff activity on departmental activities. All members of the
staff have been or are involved in at least two of the following
committees:
Pre Service Education
Extension Planning
Research, Extension, Leadership, Service
Inservice Education
Promotion and Tenure
Professional Development
Graduate
Scholarship
Evaluation of Occupational Experience
Leadership Center
The staff also provides individual service to the University of
Nebraska by serving on the following committees:
College of Agriculture
Instructional Improvement - 1, a current member; 1, a Past
Chairman
NU Professional Steering
MBTI (Myers Briggs Type Indicator) - Chairman
Chowder Society - 2, Past Chairman
Vocational Agriculture Contests - Chairman
College of Agriculture Alumni
Ag Honors Council
Faculty Advisory Council - 1, a current member; 1, a Past
Chairman
Ad Hoc Computer Advisory
Curriculum
Teaching Awards
Project Co-Prof.
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources
Ad Hoc Leadership
Ag. College History Project
Experiment Station Review
Faculty Salary Advisory
Membership Selection, Gamma Sigma Delta
Vice Chancellor's Council
Liaison to Young Farmers/Ranchers Education Association.
Liaison to Dept. of Agriculture for "Agriculture In the Classroom"
Project
Foreign Student
International Programs Advisory
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
International Advisory
Faculty Senate
Extension &Service Council
Equity Advisory
ConAgra Foundation, Conference Planning
Graduate Council
Student Development Mentoring Project
Teaching Council
Teaching Awards
Student Appeals
Administration Curriculum and Instruction Doctoral Area
Community and Human Resources Doctoral Area
Research--CBVTE (Center for Business and Vocational Technical
Education)
Graduate--Administration, Curriculum &Instruction (ACI) Doctoral
Area
Selection for Education Specialist Degree
University of Nebraska
System-wide Executive Graduate Council individual service also
requires staff members to serve on many State and National
committees as identified by the following list:
State Level
Nebraska Agricultural Leadership Council - Executive Director
Nebraska Vocational Agricultural Assn.
Nebraska Vocational Assn.
Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Foundation - President, Treasurer
Nebraska FFA Alumni - Past President
Nebraska FFA Board of Directors
USDA Rural Development
Nebraska Industrial Development Office
National Level
AUSUDIAP Planning
Ad Hoc Regional Research Design - Chairman
National FFA Contests
AATEA Extension Education
Public Information, Agriculture Division, A.V.A. - Chairman
National Site Selection - AVA
Curriculum Materials - AVA
Referee - AATEA Journal
Mid America Curriculum Consortium
International Level
Nebraska Partners of the Americas
3. Public Service
The staff has- been involved in a variety of public service activi-
ties ranging from agricultural to church groups.
A great deal of the activity to non-agricultural audiences has
..
been on the topics of leadership development, interpersonal relation-
ships and teaching and learning styles. In recent months, this service
has taken sixty hours of staff member time in direct presentations and
reached an audience of 362.
The department staff has been extensively involved with the
Nebraska Cooperative groups through various activities in the past five
years. This involvement has created an educational display about
vocational agriculture at the Nebraska State Fair. This display was
developed cooperatively with Farmland Industries.
In other cooperative activities, the staff assisted the Nebraska
Cooperative Council in obtaining funding and the development of the
council publication "Cooperatives-Serving Our Community". This
involvement included developmental assistance, the review of draft
versions prior to final print, and the planning and conduction of in-
service meetings to introduce the publication to cooperative managers
and teachers of vocational agriculture in Nebraska. These inservice
meetings involved five staff at eight sites and reached a total of 252.
The educational expertise of the staff is often called upon to
inservice the public providing volunteer educational services.
One such example involved the Nebraska Game and Park Commission. One
staff member provided instruction to 100 volunteer hunter safety
instructors on the topic of establishing student-teacher respect and
providing variability in lesson presentations.
Even though the Nebraska Vocational Agricultural Foundation is
regarded as a professional involvement activity, the results which its
leadership development center provide are public. A staff individual
from the department has served as President for the Foundation the last
three years. During that time three large building campaigns have been
accomplished totaling $750,000. The grantsmanship for this project was
provided by the President as was leadership in the planning for the
completion of facilities.
4. Professional Service
Many of the professional services accomplished by the department
relate to the Future Farmers of of America. There is staff involve-
ment at the local, district, state and national levels. Much of the
assistance is provided as evaluation in the leadership contests
sponsored by the FFA. However, staff have gone beyond this service
and spent considerable time in special efforts. FFA Alumni Workshops
have beem conducted, receptions for FFA Alumni Activities have been
planned and conducted, and display activities have been coordinated.
Major leadership has been exerted from the department in modifying
the proficiency award program of the Nebraska FFA, and changes in
the parliamentary law contest have resulted primarily from the efforts
of the Agricultural Education Department.
Also through departmental support an active Collegiate FFA Chapter
has developed at the University of Nebraska which provides many forms
of leadership assistance to FFA chapters in Nebraska.
Other professional educational thrusts within agriculture have
received the attention of the department. The USDA "Ag In the
Classroom" Program receives direct liaison from the Nebraska Department
of Agriculture to IANR through the Agricultural Education Department.
The Nebraska Young Farmers and Ranchers Educational Association
receives direct leadership and representation from the department.
Staff and students assist in judging award applications of the associ-
ation with the staff providing education expertise when requested. One
such educational aid requested and developed by staff was the "Young/
Adult Farmer and Rancher Handbook," co-sponsored by Farmland
Industries of Kansas City, Missouri. This handbook, developed for the
National Young Farmer Institute, provides excellent documentation on
organizing, conducting and maintaining active young farmer/ranchers
chapters.
Staff members have served as instructors providing educational
programs and materials to a wide audience. Involvement has consisted
of computer inservice workshops for vo ag instructors, time management
workshops for business education instructors and the development of
curriculum materials both at a state and national level.
Although the State Vo-Ag contests are a College of Agriculture
activity, a pronounced professional benefit is provided through the
extension of practical application learned in the vocational agricul-
ture classroom in a competitive situation. Approximately 2500 high
school vocational agriculture students are served by this activity
virtually effecting the entire state of Nebraska.
An increasing emphasis is being placed on leadership development
in the Nebraska program. The two classes, Ag. Ed. 102 and Ag. Ed. 202,
provide undergraduate instruction on the topic and the LEAD program, an
Extension thrust, provides a continuing education aspect to the
developing program. This expertise has caused many other states to
call upon staff for consultation on similar projects. Such requests
have resulted in professional service to the National Directors of
Agricultural Leadership Development Programs, the Iowa Agricultural
Leadership Development Council, the College of Agriculture Deans and
two other state's Colleges of Agriculture as well as the Central States
Regional Research Seminar.
5. Cooperative Extension Service Programs
Two staff members have a percentage of their time allocated
to extension. In the case of these appointments, extension course
curriculum developments have occurred in the last five years.
Course content and printed materials for two courses in agricul-
tural education relating to extension have been developed. They are
Ag. Ed. 433/833, Planning and Implementation of Extension Programs for
Domestic and Foreign Audiences, and Ag. Ed. 890, Administration of
Agricultural Agencies and Organizations.
The second curriculum thrust in extension lies in the LEAD
program. LEAD assists in filling the leadership gap that exists in
Nebraska's number one and basic industry, agriculture, thereby
enhancing agriculture and rural life.
A series of leadership seminars were conducted. Specifically,
sixty young Nebraska agriculturalists (ages 25-40), 30 per group, each
year participate in an intensive program.
The fourteen3-day seminars were conducted at University of
Nebraska and ten other Nebraska college and university campuses and
agribusiness establishments. The seminars focus on areas essential to
leadership such as human relations, communication, economics,
government, and social/cultural understandings. In addition to the
resident seminars, a 2-3 week study travel seminar is held each year;
one in the United States and the other abroad.
Experience with the first three LEAD Groups (90 Fellows and their
spouses) indicates that the program is indeed successful in enhancing
agricultural leadership. Many participants have already been sought
out for local, civic, commodity and educational leadership roles.
Several hold public policy-making positions as gubernatorial appointees
on state boards. We believe that agriculture, the State, -all of us,
are the ultimate benefactors.
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VIII. ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROGRAM
A. Administrative Structure.
1. University Administration (Table 9)
UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION Table 9
University of Nebraska
President: Dr. Ronald W. Roskens
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Chancellor: Dr. Martin A. Massengale
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources
Vice Chancellor: Dr. Roy G. Arnold
Agricultural Experiment Station
Dean and Director: Dr. Irv Omtvedt
College of Agriculture
Dean: Dr. T. E. Hartung
Cooperative Extension Service
Dean and Director: Dr. Leo Lucas
International Programs:
Dean and Director: Dr. Robert Kleis
2. Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources (Table 10)
3. Departmental Structure.
a. Department Head - Dr. O.S. Gilbertson
b. Undergraduate Program Coordinator - Dr. Allen Blezek
c. Graduate Program Coordinator - Dr. Roy D. Dillon
d. Coordinator of Student Teaching - Dr. Roy D. Dillon
e. L.E.A.D. Executive Director - Dr. James Horner
f. Inservice Coordinator - Lloyd C. Bell
g. Vo. Ag. Contest Coordinator - Lloyd G. Bell
TABLE 10
ADMINISTRATIVE CHART FOR INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN
Vice Chancellor I
for Agriculture'
Natural R~sources
~------------~As.i.tantto the
Vice Chancellor
Dean
Coop Extension
Dean
International
Programs
Director
Water Resources C r.
University
Arboretum
IANR AC~lNISTRATlVE UNITS
Agrl. Biochemistry
Agri. Cvmm~nication&
A'1rl. Economics
Ag r1. F:duC'i.ltion
A~ri. EngineerIng
A'-jronc:-.y
Anlm.. 1 SCience
, '. "'t"" 1 ("; \. 111(0 Syc;;tc:lns
Ctr. for Agri. Meteorology
, Climatology
Entomology
Environmental Programs
Food Science , Technology
Forestry, Fisheries, Wildlife
Hortl,:'.lturp.
P1il'.' IJ1l ib,10<.:y
Vet Science
IANR/Home Economics
(Only research , extension)
Education' FamIly Resources
Human Development , Family
Hu"an r;utr. " t·c,oo S,·n;. Mgmt.
T,,'" 11,· '. ct,,! hll.'} {, P":;]'111
Northeast Station
North Platte Station
Panhandle StatIon
South Central StatIon
Southedst ExtenSIon ,
Research Ctr.
h. Instructional Materials Coordinator - Dr. Leverne Barrett
i. Computer Coordinator - Dr. Rick Foster
j. Extension Education Coordinator - Dr. Norman E. Tooker
k. Staff Professional Development Leader - Dr. Rick Foster
1. Alpha Tau Alpha Advisor - Dr. Barrett and Dr. Foster
m. Nebraska University FFA (NUFFA) Advisor - Lloyd C. Bell
n. Research, Leadership, Service, Extension Unit Leader -
Dr. Roy Dillon
B. Committees and their functions.
1. Departmental Committees have been identified in the introductory
material.
2. A Departmental Advisory Council was formed in the fall of 1975.
Membership consists of secondary teachers from each of the eight
NVAA districts. A ninth member represents the post-secondary in-
stitutions. Additionally, two upper division agricultural educa-
cation majors serve on the council, plus the College of Agricul-
ture Dean and the State Department of Education, Agriculture
Section Director.
IX. CONTINUING EDUCATION COMPONENT
A. Unit Involvement in extending the Resources to Adults
1. Evening Classes:
Evening classes at the graduate level are held each semester.
(The undergraduate sections of these courses are also held at
the same time. See leaflet for Spring Semester 1983 and 1984
(Appendix D).
Spring Semester Offerings:
805 - Advanced Teaching Methods in Occupational Education
433/833 - Planning and Implementation of Cooperative Extension
Programs and Foreign Audiences.
845 - Research in Occupational Education.
901 - Supervision and Administration of Vocational Education
Fall Semester Offerings:
812 - Instructional Materials in Occupational Education
904 - Seminar in Vocational Education
2. Off Campus Classes:
Classes held for credit off-campus include the following:
804F - Problems of Beginning Vocational Agriculture Teachers
(each semester).
890F - Advising Youth Organizations (Spring Semester 1983).
3. Conferences:
A supervising teacher conference is held each year for training
orientation for teachers who will be involved in student
teacher training in their classrooms. Credit is optional.
4. Workshops:
Workshops are held each summer for Vocational Agriculture
teachers for graduate credit. A survey is taken each year
(Appendix E) to determine interests and needs of vocational
agriculture teachers. From this assessment of needs, a work-
shop schedule is set up. A brochure of the workshop offerings
is prepared and a leaflet of graduate classes offered
and workshops offered in summer school (Appendix F) is
mailed to vocational agriculture teachers and County Agents.
A summary of the workshops held and the enrollment for the
past five years are shown on Table 11.
Table 11
Five Year Summary of Workshops for Vocational Agriculture Teachers
Workshop Title
1979
Handtools
Small Engines
Electricity
Concrete and Masonry
Livestock Tour
Slide Show
Meats
Irrigation
Animal Husbandry
Surveying
Small Engines
Advanced Welding
1980
Small Engines
Fitting and Showing Livestock
Building Construction
Hand and Power Tools
Parliamentary Procedure
Pest Management
Livestock Tour
Attendance
9
7
12
12
20
10
16
4
8
8
9
7
9
15
18
7
14
19
33
1981
Electric Motors
Proficiency Award
Horticulture
Tax Management
Land Evaluation
Integrated Pest Management
Livestock Tour
1982
Power Tool Maintenance (Carpentry)
Livestock Judging Clinic
Artificial Insemination
Introduction to Micro-Computers
Advanced Tractor Maintenance
Agricultural Mechanics Skills
Livestock Diseases
Conservation and Surveying (transit)
1983
10
13
5
13
17
8
21
8
17
12
22
10
11
4
2
Plumbing 4
Electricity 5
Introduction to Computers 16
Plant Diseases and Nutrition 10
Estate Planning and Taxes 10
First Aide for Voc. Ag. Teachers 13
Basic Tractor Maintenance 6
Introduction to Computers (2nd session) 9
Livestock Tour 27
s. Seminars:
One seminar is held each year. It is: 904 - Seminar in
Vocational Education and is cross listed as Vocational
Education 904.
6. Independent Study by Correspondence:
No correspondence courses are held as such, however, students
may enroll in selected Agricultural Education courses to com-
plete at their own pace. A course commonly handled as an
"arranged course" is: 496/896 - Independent·Study in Agricul-
tural Education.
7. Television Courses:
To date no courses have been taught via television, however,
some discussion of this as a possible technique has taken
place.
B. Scope of the Continuing Education Effort
Traditionally, the Department of Agricultural Education has
provided service activities to first year as well as experienced
vocational agriculture instructors and other. We intend to:
1. Continue school visitations and workshops for first year
teachers.
2. Make an annual survey of educational needs of vocational agri-
culture instructors in Nebraska.
3. Continue to provide inservice training for Cooperating Teachers
of student teachers.
4. Continue to provide summer field workshops for vocational
agriculture instructors.
5. Conduct a study to determine instructional materials needs of
teachers.
6. Devise a plan to deliver, develop, and coordinate instructional
materials for teachers.
7. Focus on Masters Degree opportunities for Vocational Agricul-
ture teachers--arrangement of courses to be taught at times
convenient to teachers who are employed.
C. Faculty Involvement in Continuing Education Courses and credit and
non-credit programs.
Credit hours generated through evening classes and off-campus
classes contribute toward the teaching F.T.E.'s. Additionally,
one staff member is identified as the Inservice Coordinator,
supported by money provided through the Vocational Division,
State Department of Education. Because the funding comes to
the department through the teaching budget, it appears on
computer printouts as an F.T.E. which results in inaccurate
credit hour and cost figures per F.T.E.
D. Un-L Division of Continuing Studies Efforts.
Plans are to continue to serve Nebraska Agricuture teachers in
much the same as is currently done. Efforts may be promoted
toward developing 2 or 3 "Field Centers" where courses which
are cross-listed in Vocational Education can be offered.
This will broaden the clientele we serve as well as make our
courses more available to agriculture teachers.
TABU: 12
x. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION FACULTY
Professor & Head Program Planning
Curriculum
FFA
Young Farmers
Record Keeping
GRAD. FACULTY APPOINTMENT
MEMBER Tch. Rsch. Ext. Other
A. Ful I-Time Faculty
NAME
Ci i I be rt son. O. S .
Barrett, Leverne A.
Bell, Lloyd
Blezek, Allen G.
.0 i lIon, Roy
Foster, Richard M.
rlorner, James D.
rooker, Norman E.
RANK
Asst. Prof.
Instructor
Assoc. Prof.
Professor
Assoc. Prof.
Professor
Professor
SPECIALIZATION
Leadership
Supervision/Administration
Adult Farmers
FFA
Industrial Materials
Record Keep i ng
In Service Coordinator
Contest Coordinator
Introductory Courses
Methods
Methods
Curriculum
Gran tsmansh i p
Career Educat ion
Public Relations
Research Design
Time Management
Instructional Materials
Curriculum
Program Planning
FFA
Curriculum
Record Keep ing
Agricultural Experiences
Computers in Agriculture
Leadership {L.E.A.D.}
Extension Education
DEGREE
Ph.D.
D.Ed.
M.S.
Ph.D.
Ed.D
Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Member
Member
Member
Fel low
Member
Fel low
39
100
75
50
100
12
25
50
25
9
50
!j0
Admin.
100
In Service
75 L.E.A,L
50 Into
Programs
TABU: 13
ACADE."1IC PRCX:;"A'i R....t:Vn:w
DEP.n.r<:I':-:;:;:~T O? ;\~. SGUC'.TIO:I
AVERAGE FACULTY SJ\.I.A....'U=':S ~m AVERAGE YEA.~ IN RAKK
by Rank, 1978-79 AhTI 1982-83
1978-79 1982-83
Rank DeFartment Overall UN-I. Department Overall UN-I.
NO.' of Ave. Yrs. Ave. 1;0. of Ave. Yrs. Ave. ~o. of Av~. Yrs. Ave. ~:c. of Ave. Yrs. Ave.
F~culty In Rank Salary Faculty In RarJc Salary Faculty In P.a.nk Salary Fa-.:ulty In Ran.~ Si'!'lry
Professor 3 7.3 $24,450 470 7.52 $24,919 4 9.3 $30,020 528 9.1 /1 )32,~J8
.'.\ssociate -- -- -- 365 4.65 19,278 1 1.0 26,085 347 5.71 25,328
Assistant 1 2.0 17,250 269 3.19 15,653 1 2.0 23,253' 259 3.86 20,5(;5
SO'.lI'ce: me-I. FaC\11 ty Salary Study Colm!littee file for above years. Twelve-conth salaries have been converted to acade...-J.c
year using .75 as a conversion factor.
12-1-83
:::ll;;P
TABLE 14
ACADE.Y,IC PROG:::A'I P,zVIElV
DEPAR7~~~T OF AG. ED~CATION
CC:1PARISON OF AVE?.AGE FA:;.!!.-TY SALARIES BY RANK
WITH TEN A.7J.,.U LAXD GRA.'-lT mSTI7JTIO:,S A~m SIX BIG EIGHT INSTlTUTIC~S
ACAD2.';IC YEAR 1982-83
Professor
I::"titution
Associate I Assistant I Instructor
k\U Land Gra~t Ave.
Eig Eight Average
~:1.iv. of Nebr.-
Lir.coln
Total l,:Jerage
N'UL"i'.ber Salary
17 $31,857
9 I 31,690I
4 I 30,020
Totall Average I Total I Average I Total I AverageNu.":'\l)er Sa1a~'Y N'..l.T.ber Salary Nu.• .bcr Salary,
9 I $25,252' 15 $23,499 13 $19,211
, .
8 I 26,4.'35 9 22,454 13 19,109
j
I
I I I I I1 I 26,005 1 23,253 1 18,058
~~=cent Di~!erence
~~t~~en UN-L a:1.d
;._;.j La;.d Grant
?ercent Difference
=c~~ee~ ~~-L a~d
3:'::; Eight:
6.1
5.6
I
(3.2)
1.5
1.1
(3.4)
6.4
5.8
SO'~ce: ~~u a::d Big Eig~t ~ata Exchange, 1982-83.
11-29-83
IR.;.p
..c
\0
TA.BLE 15
ACADE.V,IC PRXRA.V, R....'t"'V'IEW
DEPAR~!'iL:JT 0:- AG. E:)UCATIO:-J
BUD:;ETED FTE ST.r..:F
1978-79 TO 1982-83
Personnel category
Faculty
OU'.er A-Line
~~nageria1/professional
Office Service
Graduate Assis~~t
Other hourly
TOTAL FTE STAFF
Percent Change Percent Chan,;.
fro:::l 1978-79 from 1981-82
1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 * to 1982-83 to 1982-83
5.31 5.79 6.79 6.63 6.63 24.9 0.0
.60 .60 .60 .60 .60 0.0 0.0
2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.0 0.)
.66 .66 .94 .94 .56 (15.2) (40.4)
.29 .29 .37 .37 .37 27.6 0.0
8.86 9.34 10.70 10.54 10.16 14.7 (3.6)
~~~ce: UNL General Operating Budget for above years.
11-23-83
I~~,<;?
,': Includes a Faculty T.BA (1.000) ..,hich remained unfilled until May 1953
TABLE lG
ACADEMIC PROGRA.."! R.....1:VIEW
DEPART:1E~IT OF AG. EDUCATION
* BUDGETED DOLLARS, A-LINE F7E, BUDGET PER SCH, AND SCH/BUDGETED FTE
1977-78 - 1982-83
Total Budgeted Budgeted SCH/ SCM/ A-Line Total
Budgeted A-Line A-Line Academic Budgeted Budgeted Budgeted
Year Dollars Dollars FTE Yeilr FTE Faculty Dollars/SCH Dollars/SCH
1978-79 $215,218 $150,219 5.91 1,277 216.07 ..$117.63 $168.53
1979-80 249,186 178,560 6.39 1,225 191. 71 145.76 203.42
1980-81 322,857 223,993 7.39 1,182 159.94 189.50' 273.14
1ge1-82 340,709 241,822 7.23 . 1,192 164.87 202.87 285.83
1982-83 344,147 249,884 7.23 1,073 148.41 232.88 320.73
, Change from'
1978-79 to 1982-83 59.9 66.3 22.3 (16.05 (31. 3) 98.0 90.31
, Change from
1981-82 to 1982-83 1.0 3.33 0.0 (10. 0) (10.0) 14.8 12.21
Source: UNL General Operating Budget for above years. Total dollars include staff salaries and wages, benefits, operating
expenses and equipment. Budgeted dollars for 1982-83 are before mid-year budget reductions. Budgeted A-line
dollars exclude staff benefits.
11-29-83
IR&P
* Includes Research and Extension Budg~ts and their Assigned FTEs.
D. Faculty Needs
The FTE analysis conducted by the Dean, Colle~e of Agri-
culture, continues to show an excess of 9.0 credit hour average
for the Agricultural Education Department. The reassignment of
Dr. Horner to the LEAD Program carries with it a "Hard Line"
position of SOt FTE in teaching, which we've attempted to fill
with a G.T.A. The salary available, however, does not provide
for hirin~ an individual who can be an instructor, but that of
a graduate assistant.
Additionally, Dr. Barrett has become very involved with
administering the Myers-Briggs Type Inventory and subsequent
workshops (14 in 1983) which takes a considerable amount of
time.
It would be in the best interest of all faculty, both
departmentally and professionally, for them to be involved
in a research project. Due to budget reductions, budgeted
graduate assistants have been reduced considerably. G.T.A. and
G.R.A. support would be a tremendous boost for the faculty.
XI. STUDENTS
A. Undergraduate Students
1. Advising:
Each new incoming freshman is assi~ned an advisor durinR
the spring or summer. The advisor meets with each student
during a special orientation meeting to discuss any problems.
Each student is mailed a suggested schedule of classes prior
to that meeting.
Assigned advisors maintain the advisor/advisee relationship
throughout the student's four years with the same student, thus
insuring a close relationship.
Transfer students are assigned an advisor by the
Department Head, following a review of the student's
hackground, experience, and transferable program. The student
remains with that advisor for the duration of his/her program.
Each advisor is encouraged to meet with their advisees at
least one time per semester or more often if necessary.
Advisees are not required to obtain the advisor's signature for
scheduling purposes. Much of the paper work of advising is
handled hy the Dean's office, i.e. student senior checks.
2. Admission and Retention Standards:
Students are admitted as freshmen on the open-admission
policy of the college. Prior to the professional semester,
students are required to apply for entry into the program.
Students must complete an application for admission with
references. Following application, students are interviewed
by individual staff members. This interview is followed by a
group conference with several staff. The purpose of this
conference is to assess student progress in coursework and the
completion of the 3000 hour occupational experience require-
ment.
Students who do not have a GPA of 2.25 may be rejected or
admitted with provisional status.
The advising process as well as the interview, .attempts
to identify individual student problems, i.e. speech defects.
Such problems may warrant that a student's entry into the
senior year be delayed.
Retention of students is a college concern. The Ag. Ed.
staff tries to keep good students by providing concerned advis-
ing and quality teaching. Students who are not suited for
teaching more often than not, self-select themselves out of the
major. There have been a few cases where student teaching has
been unsatisfactory and students were not certified to teach.
3. Student Profile:
a. Number of Departmental Majors, 1978-79 to 1982-83
(table 17).
b. Number of Degrees Awarded by Level, 1977-78 to 1981-82.
(table 18).
'fABLE 17
ACADEMIC PROORA.~ REVIEW
DEPARTMENT OF AG. EDUCATION
NUMBER OF DEPART1'tENTAL MAJORS
1978-79 TO 1982-83
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE
Year Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Unclassified Total * Total Graduate
1978-79 22 19 30 22
-- 93 15
1979-80 18 24 27 32 1 102 8
1980-81 22 17 36 30 -- lOS 9
1981-82 15 20 17 ·35 1 88 9
1982-83 13 17 18 23 1 72 16
, Change from
1978-79 to (40.9) (10.5) (40.0) 4.5
--
(22.6) 6.7
1982-83
, Change from
1981-82 to (13.3) (15.0) 5.9 (34.3) 0.0 (18.2) 77.8
1982-83
NOTE: ~.ajors included are: Ag. Education
Source: Enrollment by Major, Undergraduate and Graduates, Office of Institutional Research and Planning
12-1-83
IR&P ';~ Does not include all dual and/or triple majors.
TABLE 18
UN-L ACADEMIC PRocr~M REVIEW
DEPARTMENT OF AG. ", OUCAT ION
NUMBER OF DF;GREES AWARDED DY LEVEL
1977-78 THROUGH 1901-82
1977-78
1978-79
. 1~79-80
1980-81
1981-82
Bachelor's Master's Doctor's
Degree Degree Degrees
25 13
21 "7
28 11
24 14
29 1
Total
38
28
39
38
30
Percent Change From
1977-78 to 1981-82
Percent Change From
1980-81 to 1981-82
16.0
20.8
(92.3)
(92.9)
(21.1)
(21.1)
Source: UN-L Academic Budqet Planning Data--Trend Analysis, 19J7-19B~, and
UN-I. HEGIS Reports for above years; Office of Institutional Research
and Planning.
NOTE: Degrees are for each year starting July 1 and ending June 30.
IR&P
11-23-83
4. Sources and amounts of Financial Aid:
Financial aid is available to all qualified students
through the Office of Scholarships and Financial Aid. A wide
array of scholarships are available for College of Agri-
culture majors. Typically these scholarships range in
amounts from $100 to $500. The Agricultural Education De-
partment offers two small scholarships to Ag. Ed. majors.
5. Placement of Students:
The following table (19) identifies the placement of
graduates successfully completing the program since 1977-78.
TABLE 19
PLACEMENT OF STUDENTS BY YEAR
Occupational
Choice After
Graduation 77-78 78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82 82-83 Totals
Vo Ag teaching
Nebraska 17 15 13 17 12 8 82
Farming 6 9 8 7 13 7 50
Banking 1 1 2 2 2 1 9
Ag Processing 0 2 0 0 0 0 2
Grad School 5 3 4 1 1 1 15
Vo Ag Teaching
Other states 4 0 4 2 2 0 12
Unknown 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
Insurance 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Military 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
Other Countries 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Other 1 1
Ag Supplies/
Sales &Serv
Totals 38 30 34 32 34 23 190
B. Graduate Students:
Advising
Formal advising begins following admission into the graduate
program. Students are asked for their first and second choice
of advisor. The Graduate Commitee makes the final assignment.
Close advisement begins upon the students completion of a
"memorandum of studies." Advisors then work in helping students
design and complete their research studies.
Admission and retention standards:
a. Candidates must present undergraduate preparation totaling
at least 40 hours in agricultural subjects plus at least 18
hours in Education or 18 hours selected from two or more of
the following: Education, Agricultural Extension,
Psychology, or Sociology. Up to 6 of the 18 hours may be
waived at the rate of 1 hour per year for each year of
successful experience as an agricultural educator.
b. The prospective student must complete an entrance appli-
cation to the graduate college, and request on the appli-
cation form to be considered for the M.S. program in
Agricultural Education. Students are responsible for
providing the graduate college with two sets of "official"
transcripts showing courses completed at other institutions.
c. Graduate students will be admitted according to the follow-
ing categories:
1. Full Graduate Standing in Agricultural Education--Students
who have an undergraduate GPA of 3.0 or higher, who have
met the minimium requirements for admission, and who have
been accepted by the Agricultural Education Department
Graduate Committee for work leading to a graduate degree.
2. Provisional Status in Agricultural Education--Students
who have an undergraduate GPA of 2.5 or higher and who
show potential for successful graduate work, but have
deficiencies in prerequisite course work or their admis-
sion stipulations. Students with Provisional Status
cannot become candidates for a degree unless they are
recommended for Full Graduate Standing by the depart-
ment graduate committee.
3. Unclassified Status in the Graduate College--Students
who have less than a 2.5 undergraduate GPA, who
satisfy minimum admission requirements, and desire to
complete a mimimium of course work without reference
to a degree. Students with unclassified status will
not qualify for advanced degrees until accepted for
study by the department graduate committee.
Various efforts are made to retain admitted stud~nts.
Students are contacted by advisors and encouraged to continue
their programs. Graduate courses are sequenced in such a way
that it is possible for students to take courses in the even-
ing or during summer sessions. Some credits can be obtained
through a wide selection of summer in-service workshops or
independent study.
3. Level and Kind of Support:
Financial support in the form of assistantships is
available. Typically 2-3 assistantships are granted per
year, ranging from $2100-$4000 per semester plus remission
of fees. One instructorship is available each year.
4. Opportunity to prepare for professional careers:
Considerable latitude is afforded each candidate in the
selection of formal courses. Only 6 credit hours plus a thesis
or non-thesis paper are required for the masters degree; 3 credits
in teaching methods, and 3 credits in research methods. Formal
preparation is flexible through the choice from 3 optional pro-
grams.
Some graduate students have the opportunity to teach under-
graduate courses and others assist with course instruction or in
research efforts of the department.
S. Placement of Record of Graduate Students
Tahle 20 identifies the placement of students completing
their M.S. Degree in Agricultural Education. Understandably,
the majority return to or continue teaching vocational agriculture.
TABLE 20
PLACEMENT OF M.S. GRADUATES
Placement after
graduation 77-78 78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82 82-83 totals
Teaching
Vo Ag 5 6 10 1 4 2 28
Return
Home 2 2 0 1 2 2 9
County Extension
Agent 1 1 1 0 0 1 4
Teach at
Tech Schools 1 0 1 0 0 0 3
Grad School 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Other 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
Totals 10 9 12 4 6 7 47
XII. PROGRAM RESOURCES
.
A. Budget Data, Past Five Years
Table 21
TEACH ING
1. 79-80 80-81 81-82 82-83 83-8lf
-~--
Academic Administrative Salaries 117,985 159,307 171,749 177 ,349 18lf,487
Office & Service Wages 12,lf97 13,629 14,651 14,333 14,683
Graduate Assistants If,lf60 4,839 5,080 2,645 2,71 I
Hour Iy Wages 207 565 565 579 593
Operating Expense 12,677 13,805 16,280 13,368 13,368
Total (Includes Benefits) 162,778 212,303 233,686 235,854 247,499
2. RESEARCH
Academic Administrative Salaries 40,350 43,097 46,875 48,566 49,754
Office & Service Wages 4,282 4,733 If,970 4,976 5,099
Grad Assistants 6,323 6,860 7.203 5,095 . 3,722
Hourly Wages 1.949 2,027 2.027 2,078 2,129
Operating Expense 5,766 6,056 6,360 6.360 ~ 6,560
Total (Includes Benefits) 63.865 68.543 74,529 74,785 76.024
3. EXTENSION
AcademicAdministrative Salaries
Operating Expenses
Total (Includes Benefits)
20.225
22.543
21 ,589
1,250
25,473
23.198
1,250
27:6S5
23,969
1,250
2~
24,517
1,250
2f:liU)
4. Creative Activities Involving External Funding (Past 5 Years).
Barrett, Leverne A.
-Instructional Improvement in College Instruction, Teaching and
Learning Council, $552. 1984.
-MBTI Counseling and Psychology, Teaching and Learning Council, $580.
1983.
-Young/Adult Farmer/Rancher Handbook, Farmland Industries, $475.
1980.
-Leadership Behavior of Vocational Administrators, Pennsylvania
Department of Education, $2,500. 1979.
-Instructional Materials Validation-Other States, Pennsylvania
Department of Education, $2,~00. 1979.
Blezek, Allen G.
-"Food ... Agricu1ture In The Liberal Arts, A National Dissemination
Workshop." The W.K. Kellogg Foundation. $1,000. 1984.
-A Study of Multi Cultural Approaches To Teaching International
Students--The People's Republic of China Teaching Council Travel
Grant. $500. 1983.
-Grantsman for the Nebraska Vocational Agricultural Foundation,
Capital Construction Package--$490,000.00. 1982-83.
-Serving The Handicapped and Disadvantaged, A National Workshop
Sponsored by The National Academy for Vocational Education Leader-
ship Development, Denver, Colorado. Teaching Council Travel Grant,
$500. 1982.
-Grantsman for the Nebraska Vocational Agricultural Foundation's
Capital Construction Program Amount collected, $301,000. 1981.
-Leadership Development in Agricultural Education. Professional
Development Contract, College of Agriculture, University of
Nebraska-Lincoln in cooperation with Nebraska State Board for
Vocational Education. $650. 1981.
-Pilot Instructional Design Project for The College of Agriculture,
UNL Teaching Council, $4,000 (T.E. Hartung and A.G. Blezek). 1980.
-Installation of the Nebraska Vocational Agribusiness Curriculum for
City Schools, Nebraska State Department of Vocational Education.
$4,000. 1980.
-Faculty Development and Evaluation in Higher Education Sponsored by
the Institute of Higher Education, University of Florida and Divi-
sion of Continuing Education. The University of Florida, Orlando,
Florida. College of Agriculture, Instructional Improvement Grant.
$481.50. 1980.
-Development of Curriculum Modifications For Urban Vocational
Agribusiness Programs in Nebraska. The Nebraska State Board For
Vocational Education. $26,309. 1979.
-Improvement of Instruction in Agricultural Education Through the Use
of Color Video Tape Equipment, College of Agriculture, Instructional
Improvement Grant. $1200. 1979.
-The National Academy for Vocational Education Leadership Development
Workshop, The National Center For Research In Vocational Education.
College of Agriculture Teaching Awards Committee, University of
Nehraka-Lincoln. $481.50. 1979.
-Improvement of Instruction in Agricultural Education Teaching
Methods and Instructional Materials, The Teaching Council. $350.
1979.
-A Proposal To Improve Undergraduate and Graduate Instruction In
Agricultural Education Teaching Methods. Teaching Council Grant.
$350. 1979.
Dillon, Roy D.
-Improvement of Public Information Program in Vocational Agriculture,
through the Public Information Committee, American Vocational
Association. Dekalb Agricultural Research Inc. $3,300. 1981 to
present.
-A study of the Use of Time by Vocational Teachers in Nebraska,
Nebraska Department of Education. $34,868. 1981-82. (Co-Director).
-A study of the involvement by Nebraska Vocational Education Second-
ary School Advisory Councils in Preparation of the Local Plan for
Vocational Education, State Advisory Council for Vocational Educa-
tion. $2,500. 1979-80.
Foster, Richard A.
-Nebraska Cooperative Council Cooperative Education Workshops for
Vocational Agriculture Instructors, Extension Agricultural Agents and
Young Farmers and Ranchers. MSI Insurance with Nebraska Cooperative
Council. $2,000. 1983.
-A Solar Dehydrator And Extension Training in Food Drying,
Preservation and Storage Techniques in the Country of the Philippines.
Visayas State College of Agriculture and AID/Manila. $20,000. 1983.
-Idaho Vocational Agriculture Curriculum Guide in Crop Production.
State Board for Vocational Education. $5,400. 1983.
-To Determine the Feasibility of the Implementation of a State-wide
Farm Record Keeping and Analysis System. Idaho State Board for
Vocational Education. $2,000. 1982.
-To Establish a Videotape Library in Idaho Curriculum Dissemination
Center. Idaho State Board for Vocational Education. $900. 1982.
-Slide Set and Manual Entitled "Insects Affecting Idaho Agriculture."
College of Agriculture, University of Idaho. $1,500. 1982.
-Idaho Vocational Agriculture Curriculum Guide in Farm Business
Management. Idaho State Board for Vocational Education. $9,700.
1981-81.
-Chairman, Agribusiness Leadershp Conference, Spokane, Washington.
$30,000. 1981, 1982.
-Vocational Curriculum Dissemination Center. Idaho State Board for
Vocational Education. $5,000. 1981.
-To Develop Software for Apple II Plus Microcomputer. Apple Educa-
tion Foundation, Cupertino, California. $17,361. 1981.
-Idaho Vocational Agriculture Curriculum Guides in Livestock
Production and Agricultural Mechanics. Idaho State Board for
Vocational Education. $14,00~. 1980-81.
-Establish a Vocational Curriculum Coordinating Center at the
University of Idaho. Idaho State Board for Vocational Education.
$13,000. 1980.
-To Upgrade Safety Aspects of Vocational Agriculture Programs in Idaho.
State Department for Vocational Education. $1,000. 1980.
-Far West Region Collegiate FFA/Agricultural Education Workshop.
National FFA Center. $8,500. 1980.
-Inservice Workshops for Idaho Vocational Agriculture Instructors and
Related Instructional Materials. Idaho State Board for Vocational
Education. $7,759. 1980.
-Workshop on Supervised Occupational Experience Programs and Related
Curriculum Materials. Idaho State Board for Vocational Education.
$3,380. 1979.
Gilbertson, Osmund S.
-Workshops for Agricultural Educators; State Department of Education.
Gilbertson and Bell. $6,000. July, 1983.
-Mini Computer Workshop for Agricultural Educators Application,
Teaching Council Travel Grant (for staff). $250. May, 1983.
-Workshops for Vocational Agriculture Educators, State Department of
Education. $6,000. July, 1982.
-Developing Strategies for Preparing Future Agriculture Teachers with
a Comprehension of Supervised Experience Planning and Principles,
Teaching Council Minigrant. $493. May, 1982.
-Workshops for Agriculture and T. &I. Instructors, State Department
of Education. $4,000. July. 1981.
-Technical and Professional Workshops for Agriculture Teachers, State
Department of Education. $6,058. July, 1980.
-Engine Tune-up amd Greenhouse Workshops, State Department of
Education. $5,854. July, 1980.
-Midwest Region Collegiate FFA/Agricultural Education Workshop,
National FFA Center. $8,500. May, 1980.
-Solar Energy Applications for Agriculture, State Department of
Education. $5,000. February, 1980.
-Inservice Workshops to Improve the Technical Skills of Agriculture
Teachers, State Department of Education. $6,236. July, 1979.
-Agricultural Education Staff Development Through Peer Exchange of
Ideas, Teaching Council Grant. $1,535.50. May, 1979.
Horner, James T.
-An Agricultural Leadership Development Program, The W.K. Kellogg
Foundation, $250,000. 1981-1985. (L.E.A.D.)
Additional Contract on behalf of L.E.A.D.
-Nebraska Department of Agriculture. $20,000 @ 1981, 1982 and 1983.
Fellowship Donors (5,000 or More) Year(s} Contributed
AK-SAR-BEN '82 '83
Abbott Banks '82 '83
Burlington Northern Railroad '84
Con Agra '81 '82 '83
Farmland Industries '81 '82 '83
Internorth '81 '82 '83
KNEB '82 '83
KRVN '82
First National Bank of Lincoln '81 '82 '83
NC+ Hybrids '83
Nebraska Beef Industry Board '84
Nebraska Corn Development,
Utilization and Marketing Board '84
Nebraska Soybean Development,
Utilization &Marketing Board '84
Nebraska Wheat Board '84
Northwestern Bell '82 '83
Omaha National Bank '81
Scoular '81 '82
Valmont Industries, Inc. '81 '82 '83
-On-Site Visitations in Preparation for Establishing an Agricul-
tural Leadership Development Program, The W.K. Kellogg Foundation,
$7,200. 1981.
B. Adequacy of Support Services
1. Library: Very good. Students have access to C.Y. Thompson
(East Campus), Love (City Campus) and the Voc. Ed. Library
(City Campus). The materials maintained by the department
could be better organized, centralized and utilized.
2. Equipment: Adequate. The present V.T.R. equipment serves
its purpose. However, more viewers are necessary for student
review. Other A.V. equipment is on a replacement schedule
(if and when funds become available). Accessibility of
equipment for micro sessions needs improvement. Duplication
equipment i~ very good.
3. Computer facilities: Good. Coming on-line in good shape.
4. Secretarial/clerical and equipment: Inadequate. More sec-
retarial assistance is needed. (We've gone from 4 1/2 to
7 1/2 faculty without an increase in Secretarial assistance).
Need exists for more word processing equipment and another
good typewriter.
C. Adequacy of Physical Plant
1. Instructional Areas: Inadequate. Main classroom is satis-
factory, but lacks some functionality. Microteaching units
are lacking. Additional room needed plus an area for students
review of video tapes. Lower division classes have rooms that
do not provide for flexibility of arrangement nor for "activi-
ty" type presentations. No Seminar/library room nor an assign-
ed conference room.
2. Offices: Adequate. Faculty offices are adequate space wise,
but not conven~ently arranged/located. Additional faculty
offices needed next fall. Graduate Assistant offices leave
much to be desired! Additional space is necessary. Secre-
tarial office(s) not as functional as could be; limited
space for student help.
3. Maintenance and Operation: Satisfactory.
D. Adequacy of Resources for:
1. Basic Research (or creative activities). Inadequate. Finan-
cial resources, faculty overload and lack of graduate assis-
tants are limiting factors.
2. Professional Development. Satisfactory. Although travel
funds have been limited in past years, the faculty have
obtained outside travel funds for professional development
activities to a relatively high extent. Faculty need to
be more involved in these activities, however, or they
will become progressively farther behind their counterparts.
3. Curriculum Development: Inadequate; not for department but
for state vocational agriculture departments. Developmental
monies were made available on a limited basis several years
hack, hut materials need updating.
4. Graduate Program and Undergraduate Program. Satisfactory-
minus. Operating expense budget has not kept up with in-
flation, reducing total effectiveness.
5. Service Programs. Satisfactory. Time is more of a limiting
factor than is money.
6. Summary: Support from the other disciplines has been good,
curriculum wise. However, several departments could become
more active in both local programs and state vocational
agriculture and FFA activities. In addition, some depart-
ments could be providing for more "hands on experiential"
learning activities. In general, we are pleased with the
College, Institute and other department support.
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
SECTION XIII: AREAS IN \~HICH THE
PROGRAM EXCELS
SECTION XIV: AREAS IN 'WHICH THE
PROGRAM NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
SECTION XV: PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGIES
SECTION XVI: PROGRAM REVISIONS ON BASIS
OF 'LEVEL OR INCREASED RESOURCES
XIII AREAS IN WHICH THE PROGRAM EXCELS
A. Maintaining a positive image and reputation within the College
of Agriculture and the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Re-
sources.
--Staff members in the Department of Agricultural Educa-
tion are appointed to several distinguished leadership positions
within the college and in IANR.
--Several distinguished college wide responsibilities (MBTI,
Ag College Computer Course, Instructional Improvement Committee,
Administrative Advisory Committees, Ag Honors Coordination, Faculty
Senate, Project Co-Prof, etc.) are provided by Ag Ed faculty.
--The Ag College and IANR administration has a very high re-
gard for faculty and the role of Agricultural Education as an in-
tegral part of the total land grant mission of the University.
They have provided unwavering support.
B. Providing extensive leadership development opportunities for
agriculture.
--The L.E.A.D. program is administered by an Ag Ed faculty
member. It is a highly visible program of leadership development
of outstanding agriculturalists throughout Nebraska. The L.E.A.D.
program has been an exemplary effort and has received national and
international exposure.
--Leadership courses (Ag Ed 102 &202) are offered as service
courses to all College of Agriculture students. Agricultural
Education faculty are trained in leadership development.
--The establishment of a Leadership Institute for Agriculture
is being investigated, with administration through the Agricultural
Education Department being a very real possibility.
C. The undergraduate curriculum provides a comprehensive and balanced
program of study to prepare students for entry into the Vo Ag
teaching profession.
--Courses are provided for Ag Ed majors at each grade level,
which maintains student contact with faculty members and student
organjzations, as well as maintains high student visibility and
interest in the major.
--Courses are available which address every aspect of the
vocational agriculture program at the secondary level (i.e.,
FFA, SOE, Methods, Program Planning, etc.)
--All staff members actively participate in teaching and
advising students.
D. Student organizations in Agricultural Education are very
strong and compliment the instructional program effectively.
--NUFFA is extremely active both on the UNL campus and in the
vocational agriculture departments of Nebraska.
--The NUFFA sponsored a Regional Collegiate FFA Workshop
in cooperation with the A.T.A. for the National FFA Association
in 1980 and will be contributing to the development of a National
Collegiate FFA Program of Activities later in 1984.
--The llNL chapter of Alpha Tau Alpha has been nationally
recognized for their professional development activities. They
received the national program of Excellence Award in 1982 and
several other distinguished awards in 1982 and 1983.
E. The department has an experienced and dedicated faculty.
--Faculty members have a fairly long tenure at UNL and
are widely recognized and respected on campus.
--Faculty members have a wide variety of national and
regional experiences and a wide array of agricultural educa-
tion expertise and research interest.
--The staff is very task-oriented, allowing for a great
deal of work to be accomplished.
--The staff is very reseponsive to the needs and wishes of
vocational agriculture inst~uctors in Nebraka.
F. Service to agricultural education and the agricultural industry
in Nebraska.
--Staff members provide an abundance of service to
agricultural education related activities (NVAF, Young Farmer/
Rancher Association, National FFA Association, State and National
Alumni, Nebraska FFA Association, Nebraska Vo Ag Association, etc.)
--Over 4000 hours per year are spent on service activities.
--The faculty maintains a great deal of exposure to clientele
groups in Nebraska, as well as on a national level.
--The staff provides a great deal of service activities to
the College of Agriculture.
XIV AREAS IN WHICH THE DEPARTMENT NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
A. Secretarial Assistance: The staff has increased from 4 1/2
in 1979 to 7 1/2 in 1984 without any additional secretarial
assistance. In addition to the increase in staff, there has
been a strong expansion into service areas, such as MBTI, NVAF
leadership, Instructional Improvement, Ag. Honors, Computers in
Agriculture, Ag. In The Classroom, FFA Alumni, plus the many
committees identified earlier in this self-study report. Staff
many times do their own typing in order to expedite matters.
This is not a cost effective way to run a department!
B. Research Program: A climate for research to take place needs
to he established. Time and support for research needs to be
addressed. National as well as state research needs to be con-
sidered to provide a positive, progressive image to sister
institutions across the country.
Priority research topics were established (See Appendix G)
Each staff member should carve an area of research from the
priorities and put forth concerted effort to resolving those
needs. The first four topics listed under "Curricular Pro-
gram" appear to be of extreme priority. They are:
1. Benefits to school/community/students of extended
contracts.
2. Benefits derived and the cost effectiveness of the
Supervised Occupational Program.
3. Influence of vocational agriculture instructors on
on students: i.e. character, personality, attitute,
interests, etc.
4. Determining cost/benefit of vocational agriculture
instruction: High School and Adult.
Research and its relation to graduate programs need to be
assessed in relation to its value to the department and to the
profession. Research findings need to be applied in the pre-
service and inservice program in Nebraska and shared with others
via publications and paper presentations. Collaborate research
should be developed.
C. Graduate Teaching/Research Assistants: This area has been
very hard hit by budget reductions. With 90-94% of our budget
tied up in salaries, there's not much to be cut without per-
manently effecting the overall productivity of the department,
thus graduate assistants had to become expendable. We have all
felt the impact of these reductions.
D. Program of Field Courses and Field Centers: The department
should survey the state to determine the need for developing
field centers at which graduate level courses can be taught.
Not only would this be a service to vocational agriculture
teachers pursuing graduate work, but they would provide
"general vocational" philosophy for aspiring and existing
school administrators and guidance counsellors. Currently
there is NO hourly requirement for either type of certifi-
cation!
E. Development of an Agricultural Leadership Development Center: The
Institute's Rural Leadership Development Committee recommended in
a memorandum dated February 6, 1978, the implementation of four (4)
specific programs, namely, staff training, leadership training in
the colleRe curriculum, top leader: leadership, and leadership
skills for farm orRanizations, extension boards, commodity groups,
etc.
The recent report of the Institutes Agriculture 2001 Committee
on Human Resources, identifed agricultural leadership as an area
needing strengthening. The group was very supportive of the Insti-
tute taking the leadership in such a program.
An area identifed as needing attention in the future, due to
the rapid technological developments is "How to Adapt to Change,"
which requires a knowledge of the change process; the adoption and
diffusion of ideas including how decisions are made, carried out
and implemented.
Such a center could very easily address the functions of the
Institute, namely teaching, research and service. The department
should encourage the reactivation of the Vice Chancellor's Committee
and actively promote the establishment of such a center, providing
expertise as appropriate.
F. Improvement of physical facilities: Physical facilities and re-
sources need to be improved for students, secretaries, student
workers, graduate assistants and faculty. This should include a
coordinated plan which includes classrooms, the learninR resource
center, micro-teaching facilities, graduate offices, a departmental
library, conference room and offices.
G. Improve the National Image of the Department: Areas of expertise
for each staff member should be identified and staff should be en-
couraged to participate in nationally sponsored acttivities in
those areas. This can be in teaching, research, extension and/or
service.
H. Recruitment: This area has not been adequately promoted in the
recent years. We've relied too heavily on the "soft-sell" approach
through our presence and support of the related Vo. Ag. activities.
A recruitment program was developed last fall (See Appendix H) and
is being implemented. All faculty and graduate assistants
should be involved.
T. Curriculum development: The department needs to develop a pOlicy
regarding curriculum and instructional materials for vocational
agriculture in Nebraska. If it is a function of the department, a
strategy and procedure for d~velopment and dissemination needs to
be formulated. There is a definite need for. revision and/or
updating of existing materials plus developing or implementing
curriculums for the new technologies (i.e. computers.) A system
should be developed which will address this determined need.
J. Expanded degree options: The department needs to investigate the
possibilities of expanding the degree options and/or curriculum
offered through the department, including Extension Education,
(B.S. level), International Agricultural Development (M.S. level),
Master of AgricUlture (M.S.) etc. As previously identified, there
are eleven (11) faculty with courtesy appointments in the
department, many of which have Extension responsibilities. These
persons should be utilized more effectively in all three degree
options.
K. Service functions and In-service activities: The staff is very
involved in and committed to providing expertise to the various
University, Institute, College and field committees/organizations.
The department intends to maintain their involvement, but priori-
ties need to be established, and faculty should provide leadership
during the developmental phases of new thrusts and assist others in
developing their leadership qualities so that they can assume the
organizational responsibilities. Inservice education programs for
the Vo. Ag. teachers must continue to be a priority!
L. Undergraduate curriculum: Greater emphasis needs to be placed
on Adult and Continuing Education and on early experience (prior
to student teaching) activities for majors.
M. Involvement as Teacher College "Courtesy Appointments:" Staff
with courtesy appointments in the Center for Business and Voca-
tional Technical Education and in other Teachers College Depart-
ments should actively be involved in these units, but on a
selective manner. The exposure would be mutually beneficial.
N. International Agricultural Education: Possibilities for depart-
mental involvement in international development activities should
be investigated. This can be beneficial to faculty and the depart-
ment as well as the countries involved.
xv PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES
A. Curricular offerings: An undergraduate and a graduate depart-
mental committee is responsible to coordinate preservice and in-
service offerings in Ag. Ed. A special ad hoc committee
on extension education has been formed to investigate possibilities
of an extension option. Subject matter areas within the college
(Animal Science, Ag Mechanics, etc.) and the Departmental Advisory
Council provide input on courses appropriate for Ag Ed majors.
Curriculum offerings in leade~ship and personal development in
agriculture has been introduced in recent months.
B. Degree offerings: Degree options in Business and Communications
are available to all majors. Double majoring is encouraged to
build strengths in technical agriculture. A degree in Extension
Education is being investigated to provide an avenue for agent
preparation and inservice.
C. Administrative structure: A comprehensive committee structure
allowing maximum input from Ag Ed faculty is in place, with the
Department Head being an ex-efficio member of all committees. The
Department Head has final responsibility to make decisions and
represent the department. The committees currently in place are
the Undergraduate Committee, Graduate Committee and the Research,
service, Leadership Inservice and Extension Committee.
D. Faculty retraining and specialization: Faculty members are en-
couraged to specialize in areas of agricultural education in line
with their interests. A procedure for professional development has
been outlined and members are encouraged to participate in staff
development whenever possible.
E. Physical facilities and other resources: A proposal to remodel
existinR facilities is being prepared for submission to the Insti-
tute of Agriculture and Natural Resources. Faculty members take
pride in maintaining their own office in an orderly and pro-
fessional manner. A model classroom is used in most Ag. Ed.
classes to instill a sense of reality in coursework. A student re-
source area is maintained for undergraduate students within the
model classroom.
F. Long-!~nge planning: Departmental committees and special
committees have responsibilities for long range planning
within their area of interest. Departmental faculty meetings
and joint staff (State Supervisors and Teacher Educators) meet
on a scheduled basis to discuss and coordinate long range planning
effecting vocational agriculture in Nebraska. Departmental
meetings are held to address immediate as well as long range con-
cerns. The department maintains an advisory committee comprised
of secondary and post-secondary agriculture instructors to provide
direction for teacher education in Nebraska.
XVI PROGRAM REVISIONS ON THE BASIS OF LEVEL OR INCREASED RESOURCES
A. Relocation of resources when maintained at current level: The
budgets are so structured that reallocation within each is
extremely difficult when 90-94% of the budget is tied to salaries
and fringe benefits.
Our number one mission has to be the preparation of agricul-
tural teachers to meet the needs of Nebraska. Teaching resources
would continue to be alloted so as to provide the most effective
preparation program. Additional options or degrees will be de-
veloped or maintained within the possible financial restraints.
The inservice and graduate offerings, most appropriate for servic-
ing vocational agriculture teachers would have to be maintained.
The one possibility that will be looked at is the department
research time when any station project is terminated.
B. Resource increase of 5 to 10 percent: Although Section XIV is
not prioritized in its entirety, the first three would have to be
considered to be the top priorities. 1) Secretarial assistance,
2) Research, and 3) Graduate assistance. All three of these
address areas that effect staff productivity, either directly or
indirectly rather than program reallocations. The Leadership
Development Center would rate very high, but hopefully foundation
monies can be found to underwrite some of those costs.
Recruitment
;)TANUARDS F~ llUALlTY VOCATIONAL PROGRN1S
IN AGRJCULTURAL!~RIBUSINESS EDucATION
SPECIFIC TO TEACHER EDucATION
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1.
2.
3.
4.
One a~ricultural education faculty member is responsible for coordinating
the recruitment efforts of the department and serves as a liaison with
admissions per~onnel and others involved in the college recruitment
progrlirn.
Emphasis is placed on the recruitment of students for agricultural
ecucation from various segments of the education system including
secondary and postsecondary agriculture/agribusiness programs, other
departments of the college, and other colleqes.
Off-campus people and organizations are actively involved in the
recruitment of potential agricultural education students,
ProG,'arls are conducted to promote and secure scholarships, fellowships,
dnd-financia1 assistance specifically to support agricultural education
stl.dentS.
5.
6.
7.
Students enrolling in the agricultural education "program are ~nformed
of tht! occupational experience and/or "t~e s~perv1Sed lnt~rnshlp
reQuir~mcnts as prerequisites to certlflcatlon for teachIng.
Means are provided to facilitiate dual major students enrolle~ in an
ared of technical aqriculture to simultaneously complete requlre100nts
for teacher certification.
The agricultural education faculty, in coop~ration with the st~t~tstaff,
conducts annual needs assessments to determlne new and rePlac~ne 1
tecscher requirements at both the secondary and postsecondary eve s.
8.
9,
10.
11.
full -tl'nle equivalent (FTE) facultyAt ledst ten percent of each d
counsell"ng and/or advising stu ents,~nbel"'s loae.! is allotted to
The maxinlum number of advisees per FTE faculty member is 25.
Undergraduates enrolled in other curricula who are considering the
agricultural education program will also have an advisor assigned
frol;, the agricu1 tura I education facu1 ty.
Students enrolled in a dual major, with one program being agricultural
education, will be advised by facu1 ty from both programs.
12. Students who plan to-major in agricultural education are identified
as early as possible for advisement, counseling, and placement purposes.
~tructiona'~!!!!
13.
14.
The agricultural education curriculum provides for adequate preparation
for teachers of vocational agriculture/agribusiness with coursework
distrIbuted as follows:
T~e program of general ~ducation contributes toward making the
p ospectlve teacher mobIle and adaptable WIth Interests, appreciations,
dnd ullderstdlldlnlj"> needed to partIcipate effectlvt!ly ill ayriLul t .. re
and education,
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
Tht· ~uLi<ll. ~)~ycllCJlogical. and educational foundations are required
<IS 4n integral component of the instructional program.
Field e~periences and methods courses in agricultural education are
closely inteyratt.!d in the professional prepdration program of tedchers
of ayriculturc/agribusiness.
Stlldents enrolled 1n the teacher education program develop the
following teaching skills:
Students enrolled in the teacher education program acquire the follow1ng
management sk ill s:
Cooperating schools at the secondary and postsecondary levels to be used
for student teactling and other field experiences are selected by teacher
educators In cooper~tion with the staff of the state agriculture/
4grlbuslness educatIon section (state staff).
Criteria to be used in the selection of cooperating schools is developed
by teacher educators. state supervisors. and a select group of
secondary and postsecondary teachers.
Cooperating teachers are prepared for their responsibility during dn
annual cooperating teacher conference sponsored j01nt1y by teacher
educators and the state staff.
A m1n1munl of 10 weeks of student teaching is required in the area for
which certification 15 to be granted.
Observational experiences and/or other experiences are prov~ded
throughout the undergraduate program prlo~ to student teachlng and
ar~ supervised by the agricultural educatIon staff.
Internships in supervised occupational e~perie~ce for vari~us periods
of t1me are provided in specialty areas In agrlcultu re/agrlbuslness
in cooperation with selected employers to develop needed technical
skills 1n teaching.
The teacher education staff provides leadership 't~ un~erg~aduat~s i ing
through the collegiate professiona~ student_orqan~zatlon y emp as z
the role of the teacher in professlonal orgdnlzatl0ns, to the
adMinistration and fellow staff w.embers.
26. Edch student teacher is observed and supervised <I minin~m of three
tin~s in the cooperating school by a teacher educator.
Graduat_eY.:~,_!:!!ye!
27. Grdduate proyr",n1s provide for in-service training, professional
developn~nt. and attainment of advanced degrees.
28. A flexible master degree progranl in agricultural education with and
without a thesis is available.
29. Technical and professional graduate course offerings are <lvaild~le
surll'ners. during the aCddemlc year. dnd off-campus.
30. r.radua te con~lI i t t~t:S dre ChLl i red by agri cul lurd1 educdt ion faculty
ffiClolbers.
31. (.rddu",te course~ <ire designed dnd offered to r;o!.:et sp"ci,11 stlldent needs.
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
---Field Endorsement
The teacher education program in Agricultural Education should prepare a
teacher to plan and conduct educational programs which will prepare persons
to fulfill jobs in production agriculture and in off-farm occupations
requiring the use of agricultural knowledge and skills. Teacher preparation
should constantly be evaluated to assure that it is also relevant to effective
fulfillment of student needs in the cultural, socio-economic, and leadership
aspects of agriculture.
The teacher education program must include at least 40 approved semester
hours designed to develop competencies in the following five areas
of agriculture, with special emphasis given to at least one of the five
areas:
1. Agriculture Business Management
2. Animal Science
3. Mechanized Agriculture
4. Plant and Soil Science
5. Rural Life and Resource Development
To be qualified as a teacher of agriculture the candidate should be prepared
to plan and conduct systematic instruction for students preparing to enter,
or for persons who are engaged in, one of the following agricultural
areas:
1. Agricultural Production
2. Aqricultural Mechanics
3. Agricultural Sales and Service
4. Agricultural Processing
5. Agricultural Resources
6. Horticulture and Forestry
The determination of whether or not the candidate for certification has
adequate knowledge and is competent in each of the above areas shall be the
decision of the institution which recommends the candidate.
Teacher candidates preparing to teach Vocational Agriculture and/or Agricultural
Relaj~d Occupations, must have 12 hours of vocational education as outlined
in Part A in the section on Vocational Education Programs. (See Page 114)
Candidates preparing to teach A~!j~uJJ!~~l Relate~ ~~cupations must also
have occupatiollJI experience in the area for which they are preparing as
described in Part B in the section on Vocational Education. (See Page 114)
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THE IrlSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
ACADEt·1IC PERFOR~'ANCE LVALUATION
Name, _ Date:.- _
Dept., _
Ratinus Ilud"eted Time:
~ Teach i n~Rater should indicate with a (~) in the boxe~ to the
---
right the level of performance of the staff member in S z VI I'T1 VI Z
<r. m > X C 0NOTE: Criteri a m -< n -0 -< %Researcheach of tho six categories listed below. > 0
-
m I'T1
----t VI
'"
,.... ;0 >
are not of equal Importance. Criteria should be con- - .., ,.... - -0v,
- > I'T1 S -0.., :;:: n z ,.... ~ Extonsionsldered In relation to the staff members as s ignment. > jl -< -< n ---c; ~-< 0 6; %~ < -< ---~ ,....
-< ,."
I'T1
~
PROGRA~' PLANN ING Check level of Performance
• Establ ishes objectives and 3Oa1s in accordance with
job description
• Sets priorities based on aval I ble time and other
resource
• Activates plan.
Use space below for comments
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE Check level of Performance
• Program Content - Wei I balanced, appropriate to
position role and to needs of clientele.
• AccompliShments - Achieves objectives.
• leadersh i p - Prov ides IJrograr.1 leadersh i p, i nsp ires
teamwork, effective in directing and uti I Izin:.l
supporting staff and other resources.
• Creativity - Jnitiatios new ideas, methods dnd pr~jr~ms.
• Teaching t. COr.Tllunication - AplJropriate usc of dudio,
visual and written techniques.
• Publ ications - Quantity t. qual ity.
• Wi II iny to work t.eyond mi ni,aur., requi rer:lElnts.
• E.E.O. - Civi I RiJhts - Effectiveness in impleoontation
of Equal Employment Opportunity/Civi J Rights
res pons i bi Ii ti os.
Use space belew for comments
EVALUATING ...
REP()IHlr:G PROGRA>.~ It,pck level of Perfor"'ancc
• Evaluates results of progral.l efforts.
• Informs a~ninistrators, co-workers and o~hers
concerning results of program.
Eval uation by progran partic; pants (students,
farmers, ranchers, homor:ldkers, etc.).
usc s;;ace tlc Iow for cC<TV:lents
(over l
s; z v tTl ~ §v. ", >- xE .... P 1) -<>
-
",
.....
'" '"
r- ;;0 >
-
..., r- - 1l
V'
- >- tTl 5j 1l..., c- O ~ r-> =ti -<(j e s r...... ti:~ < -<!:!: r-
-< ~
,.,..
RELATIONSHIPS ...
CO'~'UN ICAT IONS Check levol of Pertormilnco
Usc slJace Lcluw fur COllllllonts
• Communicates - COlllolJnicates ideas to others anc1 listens
to others, participates in discussions and h~otings.
• Co-workers - Works well with colleagues.
• Supervisors - CvQmunicates with, accepts suygostions,
cooperativo.
• Public - Sensitive and responsive to concerns of public
and students.
• Image - HelJresent~ the'University accurately and fairly.
FACULTY SERVICE Check level of Performance
Usc space below for comments
ParticilJates in department, division, Institute, and
University or~anizational car.rnittee assignroents and
other activities.
_P_kO.:..:.F.::..E...:.S;;:S...:.IO:;;N...:;A::c.L.:-.:.... .;::...:;.=~..:::..;.,;::.;...--"'-'_,;::.;...'-=-"'=~~ III--IIIJ_-- _IMPkOVEMENT Check level of Performance ---l---l---i--- _
Usu space be low tor CQI,w""nts
Continues to ~row ~ the job, keeps abreast of new
developments.
OVERALL EVALUATION Check level of Performance
General cor.rnents whic"' include slJeciai circul.ls~a"ccs influencin:.; ratin;).
The above lJer forr.lan,:e e.a I uat i on has :eon r.Jv; "wed on . _ Wat,,>
E"., I oyee I ~ S i Jnature
-----_._---------
---------------------------------
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AmllT ANn rONTlNlIlNG EmlrATlo~ rOIlPSfS APPROPRIATE TO
EiiENSION ANn AtRII.tlLTtlRAL EIlIICATION
899.
996.
821.
122.
124.
"asters Thesis.
Research Other Than Thesis.
PrograM Develop.ent and Evaluation in Adult
and Continuing Education. 3 cr.
Instruction of the AdUlt learner. 3 cr.
ronte.porary Adult ad Continuing Education,
3 cr.
For additional infor.ation on require.ents
for a .asters degree In Agricultural Education, see
the Graduate College catalogue and the policy sheet
for the M.S. Prngr.. in Agricultural Education
a.ailable for. the Agricultural Education Office.
Also indhidllal staff Me.bers In the Agricultural
Education Depart••nt will b. happy to counsel with
you.
~
nr. Os.ond Gi.'bertson. Depart.ent Chair
nr. Roy Dillon. Graduate Co..ittee Chair
Dr. Ja.es Horner
Dr. Allen Blelek
Dr. Nor••" Tooker
COURSES AND WORKSHOPS
IN
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
129.
164.
.901C.
921.
Trends in Adult Education. 3 cr.
Ad8inistration of Adult Education Agencies.
3 cr.
Workshop Seainar on Delivery Systeas in
Iligher Adult and Continuing Education.
Psychology of Adult Education. 3 cr.(also
921 EdPsych).
Dr. leverne Barrett
Dr. Richard Foster
Nr. Lloyd Bell
All faculty and staff can ba contacted at
(402)-472-2107. Monday throulh Friday.
SPRING SEMESTER
1984
929. Sealnar In Adult and Continuing Education.
1-6 cr.
990. 993. Workshop Seainars in Adult Education.
991. Field Studies in Education. 3·6 cr •• aal 3
per se.ester (also 991 EdAdain, EleaEd.
He.lth. PbyEd. SacEd).
::t:o
'"
-' '"o rrJ
WZ
C
....
><
~~...",:'. .9.. .. ,
..,.~
University of
Nebraska
Lincoln
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources.
Agricultural Education Department
302 Agricultural Hall
East campus
Uncoln, NE 68583-0709
Phone (402) 472-2807
2'Iw IhtiIHll'fttli of ..brukIJ-U-z". ""
Affir<ctilHl AotiOfllA'qlOlll ~tlf ...,10......
ftJ'I'Ol'U "'lIMIt .........ti_l opport""';t!l tZIId
offare tlw Pl'091V11 liaud ""...nil witlto..t
l'fIgtU'd to ag". a_. """". "-dicap. ""tiOftllloPifli,.~ IIItJriwl .. tat... or relitJion.
MASTER OF SCIENCE nU-REE REOlllREMENTS IN
Ar.RfCiIL'MiRAl EOOI':ATJoN
Candi.dates for the degree of Master of
SCience with • aajor in Agricultural Education
(Vocational Education a"d Agricultural Eltension)
nust present undergraduate preparation totaling at
le.st 40 hours in agricultur.l subjects plus at
le.st 18 hours in Education or II hours selected
'rOft two or aore of tbe following: Education.
Aarlcultural Eltenslon. Psychology. or Sociology.
A student 15 required to include in a
..sters prograa. Agricultural EducaUftn 105 and 145
and either write' a thesis (Agricultural Education
.991 or conduct a non-thesis study and write a
paper (Agricultural Education 996.)
c
AGRICUL11JRAL EDUCATION
824.
804.
807.
INTERESTEn [N EXTENSION?
notinclude but areSuggested courses
li.ited to the followlna:
Ma.ters degree .tudent. in Aaricultur.1
Education or who.e aajor is in another dep.rt.ent
wbo wish to acquire a .inor relatina to Cooperative
Extension work .ay do .0 by takina selected courses
tot.ling nine hours or .ore of credit. nr. Nor.an
Tooker is .vail.ble to council with those vho .re
intere.ted and will suaae.t appropriate courses.
413/833 Pl.nnlnA and I.ple.ent.tlon of Cooper.tive
Eltenslon Progr.as for Do.estic and Foreign
Audiences, 3 cr. Lecture. Prereq: Seaior
or graduate st.ndlng .nd consent of
instructor. The unique fe.tures of the
cooperative eItension service as an
educ.tion.l Institution .nd Its involveae~
of local people in the progr.. deyelapaent
and identific.tion of probleas and design of
long-r.nge pl.ns, .nnu.l plans, coaaunity
develop.ent, .nd plans for single events:
.pplicable to do.estic and foreian elteasion
pro.r.... M-19:00·Zl:50 AA.n.ll 311 • Dr.
rooker.
SIJPPORT[Nr. r.OIIRSF.S IN ACR Ir.uLTlfRAL EllllCATlON
APPROPRIATE TO EXTENSIoN:
AGRU:ULTURAL EDUCATION COURSES RELATING TO EXTENSION
890. Workshop on Adainistration of AgriCUltural
A~encies and Org.nilations~ To be conducted
.5 a 3-veek suaaer school vorkshop in the
su..er of 1914 on the topics of
Ad.inlstr.tive Theory, Rese.rch and
Techniques .s they .pply to Agricultur.l
OrR.nllations. The vorkshop viII be
applicable to dcaestic and foreign students
in all •• jor. of Agriculture. Will inClude
panel. of Ad.inistr.tors fro. Extension,
College of Agriculture, Elperl.ent St.tion,
IANR Dep.rtaents, District Extension .nd
Research Stations, and Agribusiness.
107. Occup.tional Elperlence Proar.as, 1-3 cr.
Workshop Seainars in Education, l-IZ cr. To
give students singly or In aroups an
opportunity to vork on practical educational
prohleas that are of special Interest to
thea. Arr.nged - Dr. Gibertson.
Technical AgriCUltural Workshops, l-IZ cr.
Group study of technoloAY in .aricultural
occupations. Workshops, speCial aeetinAs,
and .ssignaents. Arranged - Dr. Gilbertson.
Independent Study in AAricultural Educ.tion,
1·9 cr. Prereq: lZ hours in Agricultural
Education or closely related are.s and
per.ission. Individual or .roup projects in
research, Ii terature review, or extension of
course work under supervision and ev.luation
of a departaent faculty aeaber. Arranaed
Staff •
~asters Thesi., 6·10 cr. (Select credit
hours 1-10 • Arranaed - St.ff.
Supervision and Ad.inlstration in Voc.tional
f.ducat i on, 1 cr. (Also 901 BusEd, EdAda,
Ed.FR, SacEd, VocEd.) e.phasi. will be
placed on the Supervisorv--Teacher
rel.tionship. New strategies for increasing
teacher effectiveness and iaproving
supervi.ory leader.hip wi 11 he the central
focus. T- 16:00-19:00. AgH.lI 111 • Dr.
Barrett •
In·Service Preparation for Occupational and
Adult Educators, 3 cr. (also 905 AdultEd,
SecEd,VocEd.) Identifying .nd salvinA
prohleas in prograa planning, aethodology,
departaent operation, and schOOl and
coaaunity relationship.. Priaarily to aid
heginning occupational and adult teacher. in
planning and e.tabli.hinl effective
prolraas. Workshop on caapu., followed by
four snaIl-group aeetin.s durina the year
and two days of individual instruction in
the local departaent, in addition to student
assignaents. Lec/L.b. Arr.nRed. ARK.Il 111 -
Staff •
90S.
199.
896.
901.
891.
890.
The [ARN A.ricultural Education Departaent
viII offer the folloving courses durin. Second
Se.ester, January 16 to May II, 1984. Please refer
to the Second Seaester Cetalo. for details of
re.istr.tion and schedulin••
Agricultural Education courseS to be taught:
Probleas of "ginning Vocational
Agrltultural Teachers, 2-S cr. Probleas in
instructional planning and ..thodology and
in organilin. secondary and continuing
education, FFA, .nd alricultural experience
prograas. Lec/Act. Arraaged - Dr. Foster.
Occupational Experience Prolraas, 1-6 cr.
The philosophy and objective of the project
aethod. Providing adequate educational
experience, or.anizia.. adainisterinR,
evaluating experience prograas, and aay
include supervised occupational experience.
Arranged· Dr. Crain.
Developaent and OrRaail.tion of Voc.tion.l
Educ.tion, (Business Education, Secondary
Education, Vocation.l Education 424/824) 1-1
cr. Lecture. Overviev of voc.tional .nd
practical education, their place in the
coaaunity school; planning coaprehensive
proRr.as in ••riculture. business,
hoaea.king, and industri.l educ.tion. For
teachers, .dainistrators, .nd guid.nce
personnel. W-19:00-21:50, NH 196W - Staff.
411/811 Planning and [apleaent.tion of Cooperative
Eltension Prograas for Doaestic .nd Foreign
Audiences, 1 cr. Lecture. Prereq: Senior
or gradu.te standing .nd consent of
instructor. The unique features of the
cooperative extension service as an
educational institution .nd its Involveaent
of local people in the proRraa developaent
and identification of probleas .nd design of
long-r.nge plans, .nnUil plans, coaaunlty
developaent, and pl.ns for single events;
applic.ble to doaestic and forei,n eltension
proRr.as. N-19:00-2l:SO Ag.H.ll 111 - Dr.
Tooker.
OCcupationa IinInstructional Naterials
Education, 2-1 cr.
Workshop Se.in.rs In Education.
Independent Study In Aaricultur.l Education.
1112.
190.
896.
cr.
In
Other Than The.I., Z-6
in 'elected proble••
Education. By arranaeaent
Re.earch
Research
Agricultur.l
Staff .
996.Research in OCcupational Education,(Business Education, Educ.tion and Fa.ily
Resources, Vocational education 845) 1 cr.
Lecture. Research ..thods used in the study
of probleas in occupational education. T·
19:00-Z1:50 A,.Hall 311 Dr. Dillon.
8U.
ADULT &CONTINUI~G EDUCATION COURSES APPROPRIATE TO
EXTENSION AND AGRICULTURAL EDtK::ATIOI'
*821. Program Development and E.aluation in Adult and
Continuing Education, 3 cr. A critical analysis
of program development and evaluation with major
emphasis on individual learners, small and large
groups, institutional settings, and community
environments.
·822. Instruction of the Adult Learner, 3 cr. The
course will deal with the unique ~en~erns of
the adult in a learning setting {Taa the in-
structional view. The models, concepts, and
theories which will be a part of course content
will provide students opportunities to deal with
the issues, problems and possible solutions in
their work as instructors of adult learners.
·824. Contemporary Adult arid Continuing Educati~,
3 cr. This course will provide the student of
adult education with an awareness of and a
working knOWledge of the nature of the field of
adult education, current programs, agencies and
institutions involved in adult and continuing
education, contributions made by other disci-
plines to the knowledge of the field, issues and
concerns in practice and research as werl as an
awareness of the present and future roles and
functions of the professional educator and
practitioner in the adult education field.
·829. Trends in Adult Education, 3 cr. Developaent of
adult education in the United States and abroad;
explanation of contemporary trends and issues.
*864. Administration of Adult Education Agencies, 3 cr.
(also 864 EdAdmin). Analysis of administrative
research and theory as it applies to administra-
tion of a variety of adUlt education agencies;
institutional goals, curriculum, personnel,
assessment, communication, finance, decision
making. Prereq: 12 hrs. Education and per-
mission.
*890K. Workshop Seminar on Delivery SysteBS in Higher
Adult and Continuing Education.
·896. Independent Study, 1-6 cr. Designed to enable a
graduate student to pursue a selected topic with
the direction and guidance of a staff member.
Prereq: Permission of instructor.
921. Psychology of Adult Education, 3 cr. (also 921
EdPsych). A critical examination of research in
developmental psychology of adult life and nf
psychology of adult learning as it applies to
the design, evaluation, and improvement of
effective learning experiences for adults.
Prereq: EdPsych 864 and 868 or permission.
929. Seminar in Adult and Continuing Education,
1-6 cr.
990, 993. Workshop Setllinars.
991. Field Studies ia Eetucation. 1-6 ~I'... Ull 3 per
se. (also 991 EdAdain. EleaEd, Health. PhyEd,
SecEd). The identification and solutioRS of
problems associated with program plannin&.
organizational, aoiaini5trative, and ins~ructiona1
procedures within an institutional settine.
Designed to give students experiences in de-
signing, imp~enting, and evaluating new or
modified patterns of operation and teaching
within a public school, post-secondary institu-
tion, or adult education agency. Prereq:
Permission.
MASTERS OF SCIENCE DEGREE REQUIREMENTS IN
AGRICULTURAL I!DUCATION
Candidates for the degree of Master of Science
with a major in AgriCUltural Edu~ation (Voca-
tional EdUcation and AgriCUltural Extension)
must present undergraduate preparation totaling
at least 4& hours in agricultural subjects plus
at least 18 hours in Education or 18 hours
selected from two or more Df the following:
Education, Agricultural Extension, Psychology,
or Sociology.
A student is required to include in a masters
program, AgriCUltural Education 805 and 845 and
either write a thesis (Agricultural Education
899) or conduct a non-thesis study and write a
paper (AgriCUltural Edu~ation 996.)
For additional information on requirements for
a masters degree in Agricultural Education, see
the Graduate College catalogue and the policy
sheet for the M.S. Program in AgriCUltural
Education available from the AgriCUltural
Education Office. Also individual staff members
in the AgriCUltural Education Department will be
happy to counsel with you.
COURSES AND WORKSHOPS
IN
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
SPRING SEMESTER
1983
University of
Nebraska
Lincoln
Institute of AgriCUlture and Natural Resource~
Agricultural Education Department
302 Agricultural Hall
East Campus
Lincoln, NE 68583-0709
Phone (402) 472-2807
~. '." ..le .}
....!.....
o
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AGRICULTIJR-\L EDUCATION
The IASR AgricUltural Education Department will
offer the courses listed in this leaflet during the
Second Se.ester, January 10 to May 6, 1983. Please
refer to the second semester catalogue for details of
registration and scheduling.
AgriCUltural Education courses to be taught:
804(804£). Problems of Beginning Vocational
Agriculture Teachers (2-5 cr II) Lect/act.
arranged, staff.
80S. Advanced Teaching Methods in Occupational
Education:: 1-3 cr. Innovative approaches to
teaching, motivating students, developing in-
terests, attitudes, and abilities; lesson plan-
ning, new and advanced classroom techniques and
procedures. M-19:00-2l:50-Ag.Hall 3l1-Dr. Blezek.
807. Occupational Experience Programs, 1-6 cr. The
philosophy and objective of .the project method.
Providing adequate educational experience, or-
ganizing, administering, evaluating experience
programs, and may include supervised occupa-
tional experience. Arranged - Dr. Crain.
424/824. Development and Organization of Vocational
Education(Business Education, Secondary Education,
Vocational Education 424/824) 1-3 cr. Lecture.
Overview of vocational and practical education,
their place in the community school; planning
comprehensive programs in agriculture, business,
homemaking, and industrial education. For
teachers, administrators, and guidance personnel.
W-19:00-2l:50-NH 196W-Staff.
825. Coordination in Occupational Training Programs
(Business Education, Secondary Education, Voca-
tional Education 825) (1-3 cr II) Lect. Analysis
of the foundation and scope of current and pro-
jected vocational cooperative educational pro-
grams and general educational work experience.
Emphasizes coordination techniques selection and
placement, instructional procedures, youth leader-
ship activities, organization and administration,
and evaluation of cooperative occupational edu-
cation. By arrangement. - Staff
The Univ8fsity of Nebr••klll-Lincoln, an Affirm.tive ActmniEQua' Oppartunlty
Employer. IUpPQf11 equal educational opportunity and offer. the program liltld
he,e'" without regard to age. I'x, race. handicap, national Oftgin. mariti' atltUI
Of religion
433/833. Planning and Implementation of Cooperative
Extension Programs for Domestic and Foreign
Audiences (3 cr I) Lect 3. Prereq: Senior or
graduate standing and consent of instructor.
The unique features of the cooperative extension
service as an educational institution and its
involvement of local people in the program devel-
opment and identification of problems and design
of long-range plans, annual plans, community
development, and plans for single events; appli-
cable to domestic and foreign extension programs.
Th-19:00-2l:50-Ag, Hall 3ll-Dr.ToQker.
*845. Research in OccuPational Education(Business Edu-
cation, Education and Family Resources, Vocational
Education 845) (3 cr II, III) Lect. Research
methods used in the study of pr~blems in occupa-
tional education. Tues.-19:00-2l:50-Ag. Hall 311-
Dr. Dillon.
890. Workshop Seminars in Education (1-12 cr I, II,
III). Group study of technology in agricultural
occupations. Workshops, special meetings, and
assignments. Arranged - Dr. Gilbertson.
890F. Leadership and Advising of School Sponsored Acti-
vitiesand Clubs(cross listed as Curriculum &
Instruction 890F) (2-3 cr). Designed to increase
leadership/advising potential of teachers ad-
vising clubs. Special emphasis on techniques of
effective advising; increasing group motivation
and participation, planning organizational acti-
vities, and developing student leadership.
Taught at ESU N2, Fremont, January 11 to March 8,
6:00-l0:00pm.
896. Independent Study in Agricultural Education
(1-9 cr) Prereq: 12 hrs agriCUltural education
or closely related areas and permission. Indi-
vidual or group projects in research, literature
review, or extension of course work under super-
vision and evaluation of a department faculty
member. Arranged - Staff.
*899. Masters Thesis (6-10 cr I, II, III) (Select
credit hours 1-10 - Arranged - Staff).
*905(905f). In-service Preparation for Occupational
and Adult Educators (Adult and Continuing Edu-
cation, Secondary Education, Vocational Education
90S) ( 3 cr) Lect./lab. Arranged - Ag. Hall 311-
Staff.
'996. Research Other Than Thesis (2-6 cr I, II, III)
Research in selected problems in AgriCUltural
Education. By arrangement. - Staff
I~7ERESTED IN EXTENSION?
Masters degree students in Agricultural Education
or whose major is in another department who wish to
acquire a minor relating to Cooperative Extension work
may do so by taking selected courses totaling nine
hours or more of credit. Dr. Norman Tooker is avail-
able to council with those who are interested and
suggest appropriate courses.
Suggested courses inClude but are not limited
to the following:
AGRICULTuRAL EDUCATION COURSES RELATING TO EXTENSION
433/833. Planning and Implementation of Cooperative
Extension Programs for Domestic and Foreign
Audiences (3 cr I) Lect 3. Prereq: Senior or
graduate standing and consent of instructor.
The unique features of the cooperative extension
service as an educational institution and its
involvement of local people in the progra. devel-
opment, and plans for single events; applicable
to domestic and foreign extension programs.
Th-19:00-2l:50-AR. Hall 3ll-Dr. Tooker.
890. Workshop on Administration of AgriCUltural
Agencies and Organizations - To be con,luci:ed as
a 3-week' ·summer sCDool workshop in the summer of
1983 on topics of Administrative Theory, Research
and Techniques as they apply to AgriCUltural Or-
ganizations. The workshop will be applicable to
domestic and foreign students in all majors of
AgriCUlture. Will include panels of Administra-
tors from Extension, College of Agriculture,
Experiment Station, IANR Departments, District
Extension and Research Stations, and Agribusiness.
SUPPORTING COURSES IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
APPROPRIATE TO EXTENSION:
807. Occupational Experience Programs, 1-3 cr.
812. Instructional MaterialS in Occupational
Education, 2-3 cr.
890. Workshop Seminars in Education.
896. Independent Study in Agricultural Education.
899. Masters Thesis.
996. Research Other Than Thesis.
Also, see appropriate Adult and Continuing Education
Courses on next page.
APPENDIX E
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INSTRUCTIONS
This survey is being administered to determine your interest in certain
areas of graduate coursework in Agricultural Education.
The first page is designed to ascertain your interest in agriculture
education graduate courses not considered a part of the in service technical
agriculture workshop offering. Please carefully read the directions on this
page and indicate your interest as directed.
The second page begins the section pertinent to survey of interest
regarding technical agriculture inservice workshops.
1. Please answer the questions i~ order. Do not skip around.
a. All of the questions can be answered by marking an "X"
in the <:). before your selected response.
b. You will find that in some cases questions will require
more than one response. This is expected and encouraged.
c. In some questions you will not find the exact response
that fits your case, mark the one that comes-closest
to it. A good example of this situation is question
3 on formal education.
d. Some of the specific questions relate to inservice
education need (questions 7 through 20). You may not
have any and thus mark no responses.
e. Some questions will have a response area identified as
"Other". If you mark this response please provide a
brief explanation of the need you felt was not listed.
2. Please be honest in the answers you provide on this questionnaire.
It is through your honest opinion that progress can be made
toward a quality inservice education program.
I. Please indicate the degree of interest you might have in the following courses being taught summer session 1984.
1=No interest (not likely to enroll) 2=Some interest (might possibly enroll) 3=Considerable intere£t (likely to enroll)
1 2 3
Advanc~'Teaching Methods in Occupational Education
Continuing Education (Adult Vocational Education)
Instructional ~!aterials and Techniques in Occupational Education
Teacher Education--Supervision (Student Teachers) in Occupational Education
Program (Curriculum) Development in Occupational Education
Evaluation in Vocational Education
Student Organizations in Vocational Education
Administration of Agricultural Agencies and Organizations
1-) d.v
workF~op~1
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un-CII.-put of (-C ••OUI
eveonJng class! f'Ven1nl CLUB/ l·wcek
school year sch.>ul ye-.n 5urn~r "Jvr:':s-',op
Sur.llMC
Course
In each case indicate below the preferred de-
livery mode. (Check all that apply in each case)
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Looking beyond summer session '84, please indicate
which areas would be of most value to you:
II.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------1------------------------------------------------~
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
jministration & Supervision of Vocational Programs
Jcational Student Organization Sponsorship
~cupational Experience Program Development & Supervision
:adership Development in Vocational Education
lman Relations in Occupational Education
~rsonality Differences, Teaching & Learning Styles in
Voc. Ed.
)mputers in Occupational Education
~dia & Technology in Occupational Education
~gislation in Occupational Education
lternship in Occupational Education
:ogram Development & Implementation in Extension
:ners, including any in I above (list)
lU are encouraged to provide additional suggestions on back. N&~. __ SCHOOL, _
Information About Yourself
1. How many years have you taught vocational agriculture?
c=> Up to 5 years
c=> 6 - 10 years
c=> 11 - 15 years
c=> 16 - 20 years
~ over 20 years
2. At the present time in which Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Association
district are you teaching?
~I
OIl
OIlI
OIV
Ov
OVI
o VII
o VIII
OIX
Ox
3. What is your highest level of formal education?
<=)Bachelor's Degree
o Bachelor's Degree + 15 hours
o ~laster' s Degree
o r.laster' s Degree + 15 hours
o Doctorate Degree
Information About Your Attitude Toward Inservice Education
4. Which length of time for credit generating inservice education would you
prefer to attend (regardless of topic)?
04 hours per day for 5 days - one workshop topic.
08 hours per day for 2~ days - one workshop topic.
0 8 hours per day for 5 days allowing for two workshop topics.
5. What time of the Summer is best for you to participate in inservice
education?
o June
OJuly
o August
o (any time during summer June, July, or August)
6. I could better satisfy my inservice needs if inservice activities were
conducted in or at:
o my NVAA district
o area community college
o Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources
o location is irrelevant if instruction is of a good quality
Information About Your Inservice Education Needs
7. In \~hich of the following general areas do you have the most neeu for lll~;('r
vice education?
o Administrative (Federal & State Funding, Reports, Fi ling, Personnc
Management, Leadership)
o Technical Agricultural Information
o Adv~nced Teaching I>lethods
o FFA Advisorship
() Young Farmer or Adult Farmer &Rancher Education
o Supervised Experience Programs
o Other:
-------------------
8. l'Ihidl of the following specific animal science areas do you have the
most need:
C=>livcstock selection
<=)livestock nutrition
<=) maintaining animal health
o Iivestock diseases
<=)livestock parasites
<=)livestock breeding mgt.
Omcat evaluation t~ gratling
o reproduction
o artificial insemination
o pregnancy testing
<=)livestock marketing
o other:
9. Which of the following specific plant and soil science areas do you have
the most need:
o land judging
o soil conservation
<=) plant growth &reproduction
o seed selection
o weed law
o land preparation & tillage
o chemical weed control
o NRD. ASCS. SCS. etc.
o plant insect control
o plant diseases
o irrigation
o Marketing crops
o fertilizers
<=) range mgt. (native)
o tame pasture mgt.
o other:
10. Which of the following specific agricultural mechanics areas do you have
the most need:
o arc we lding
o metal work
o oxyacetylene welding
o fasteners
.-o safety
o drawing and sketching
o plumbing
o electric motors
o advanced tractor maintenance
o building farm/ranch fences
o placing, finishing and curing
concrete
o repairing and sharpening tools
o fundamentals of electricity
o electrical wiring practices
o using farm level
o fundamen~als of tractor
maintenance
o farm building construction
<:)machinery adjustment &cali-
bration
o small engine repair
o other:
11. Which of the following specific farm management areas do you have the
most need?
<:)farm business recordkeeping (inventory, net worth, entries, etc.)
o record analysis
o farm credit
o insurance
o tax management
o machinery and equipment
<=) farm business organizations (corporations, partnerships, etc.)
o acquisition of farm or ranch land
o real estate
o farm law
o other
---------------------------
12. Which of the following areas of FFA Advisor responsibilities do you have the
most need'?
o introduction to FFA
o parI iamentary procedure
o public speaking
Olcadership development
o program of activities
o state and national proficiency
applications
o contest preparation
o other
13. Which of the following areas of the supervised occupational experience
program do you have the most need?
o planning / implementation
o analysis / evaluation
c=> recordkeeping (entries in the standard record book)
o establishing work experience programs
<=)conducting visitations to student supervised occupational
experience programs.
o orientation to the new Nebraska Supervised Occupational
Experience Program Student Record B;Jok.
o other
-------------------------------
14. Do you desire to increase your technical competencies in the area of
agribusiness instruction?
o yes
Ono
If yOli answered yes to question 14, please proceed to question IS. If
your answer to question 14 was no, you have completed the survey. Thank you
for your assistance.
15. J n wh iell of the following general areas of the Nebraska Vocational
Agribusiness curriculum do you have the most need for inservice education?
o Careers in Agribusiness
o Agricul tural Processing
o Companion Animal Mgt.
o Horticulture
o Natura 1 Resources
o Cooperative Education (Job Placement and related instruction)
1~. In which of the following two categories does your inservice need
indicated in question IS fit?
o Curriculum development and integration
()Technica1 competencies within the subject naterial.
17. Which of the following agricultural processing areas do you have the
most need?
() livestock slaughtering
c=> meat inspection &sanitation
() packaging and preservation
o retail marketing
odairy processing
o wool processing
o other _
18. Which of the following companion animal areas of study do you have
the most need?
o anatomy and physiology
<=) nutrition and classification of feeds
() maintaining animal health
()diseases and parasites
() grooming
o equipment
o other _
19. Which of the following areas of horticulture instruction do you have the
most need for inservice education?
o nursery production
o greenhouse crop production
o turf grass management
o landscaping design
Olandscaping maintenance
o small fnIits
o tree fruits
<:) vegetable gardening
o other
-----------
20. IVhich of the following areas of natural resource management do you have
the greatest need?
o wildlife conservation
o environmental protection
OrecYCling natural resources
o soil and water
Conclusion
o forestry
o outdoor recreation
o other _
Thank you very much for cooperating in our effort to increase the effectiveness
of inservice education in Nebraska.
May I suggest that before placing the questionnaire in the envelope provided
that you check to make sure you haven't skipped any questions.
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RESEARCH TOPICS IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN
The following list of research topics has been identified by the Agricultural
Education Department as priority areas needing research in agricultural education.
The list is intended as a resource for staff and graduate students who are seek-
ing research topics, and is an attempt to provide a method for strengthening the re-
search program for the department.
The topics were identified through input from the Joint Ag. Ed. - State Depart-
ment of Education Staffs, the Agricultural Department Advisory Committee of Teachers
representing all 10 NVAA Districts, and the Graduate and Research Team within the
Agricultural Education Department.
A. CURRICULAR PROGRAM
1. Benefits to school/community/students of extended contracts.
2. Benefits derived and the cost effectJveness of the Supervised Occupational Ex-
perience program.
3. Influence of vocational agriculture instructor on students: i.e. character, per-
sonality, attitude, interests, etc.
4. Determining cost/benefit of vocational agriculture instruction: High School and
Adult.
S. Community benefits derived from Vocational Agricultural Education.
6. An evaluation of the summer program of teachers of Vocational Agriculture in
Nebraska.
7. Adjusting local program of Vocational Agriculture to changes in agriculture.
8. A model for a coordinated program of Agricultural Education in the community.
9. Cooperative arrangement/activities between ago teacher and county agent'.
10. Improvement needs in the graduate program.
B. ADVISING
1. Educational needs for developing agricultural professionals.
2. Teacher Education Prerequisite Evaluation.
3. Evaluation of Occupational Experience of incoming Ag. Ed. majors, college students.
4. ~fanpower needs In off-farm occupations.
5. Manpower needs In production agriculture.
6. Procedure for advising foreign students.
C. RECRUITMENT
2. Role of (;lIidance Counselors and others in providing occupational information.
3. Comparison study between teachers of voc. ed. areas in regards to retention and
recruitment.
4. Follow up information on former students; audit trail.
D. PLACEMENT &FOLLOWUP
1. Occupational areas and jobs students pursue or are prepared for.
2. Funding of local programs: How to do more with less.
3. Farm placement opportunities and candidate availability.
4. Follow-up information on former students; audit trail.
5. Educational needs for developing agricultural technicians.
E. IN-SERVICE
1. Identification of professional and technical ago in-service needs of vo-ag
teachers.
a. Compare when leaving college to experienced teachers.
2. Development of model record keeping systems for voc. ago students.
3. Evaluation and analyzing S.O.E.P.'s.
4. Comparing the effectiveness of several methods of making students visits.
5. Evaluating the award application process.
6. Determining needs for and developing young adult farmer programs.
7. Comparing the offering of in-service through use of the tele-conference,
electronic blackboard, ETV, Video-tape.
8. Development of educational plans for getting modern technology down to
student I s learning level.
9. Develop and test 3. model for matching the SOEP to individual student need,
F. LEADERSHIP AND SUPERVISION
1. Leadership and supervision of student teachers,
a. Evaluation of teacher education in Nebraska.
b. Evaluation of student teacher supervision in Nebraska.
c. How to be an effective district leader.
d. Evaluation of supervising teachers.
e. Effectiveness of student teaching centers.
2. Leadership and supervision in the Vo. Ag. College Curriculum.
a. NVAA Leadership Development.
b. Evaluation of student teacher supervIsIon in Nebraska
(from student teacher point of view).
c. Effectiveness of student teaching centers
(from student teacher point of view).
d. Leadership as a training topic for student teachers.
3. Leadership and supervision in the vocational ago classroom (high school
leve l) .
a. Developing pride in department - FFA/Young Farmers.
b. FFA Leadership Development.
C. Subsequent leadership roles of officers.
G. TEACHING: METHODOLOGY, TEACHING AND LEARNING THEORY, TEACHING STYLES, ORGANIZATION
& DELIVERY.
1. Relationship teaching/learning styles to personality types.
2. Instructional material availability and it's effect on teaching/learning.
3. Teaching methods - impact on teaching and learning.
4. Structuring teacher education in Ag-Future models.
5. Learning theory - impact on teacher effectiveness.
6. Models for preparation of extension agents.
7. Motivational strategies - effects on learning.
8. Goal statements - impact on learning.
9. Hands-on application teaching vs. traditional teaching.
RECRUITHENT PROGRAN - 1983-84
Department of Agricultural Education
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The following programs and activities are proposed for implementation
during 1983-84 to increase the undergraduate enrollment in Agricultural Education
at the University of Nebraska.
Activity 1: Update and/or develop an Agricultural Education Department Brochure.
Ways and Means: Develop a brochure targeted to the informational needs and in-
terests of students at the high school level depicting the benefits of entering
the Agricultural Education profession. The brochure should clearly tell the
story about Agricultural Education. the University of Nebraska and the benefits
of entering a career in Agricultural Education.
Person(s) Responsible
Activity 2: Development of a Display Poster.
Competion Date
Ways and Means: Development of a display poster 8~ inch by 15 inch for use
on bulletin boards or some other prominent place. (East Union. other depart-
mental bulletin boards and high school ·vocational agriculture classrooms). A
description of the benefits of a career in Agricultural Education are highlighted.
The poster would include several tear-off cards for use by interested students
to aid them in requesting further information.
Person(s) Responsible
Activity 3: Distribution of Recruitment Materials.
Completion Date
Ways and Means: Brochures and display posters regarding the University of
Nebraska and the Department of Agricultural Education should be mailed to each
vocational agriculture department and to each guidance counselor in all
Nebraska High Schools.
Person(s) Responsible
Activity 4: Conduct Personal Visits.
Completion nate
Ways and Means: Encourage Agricultural Education Staff Members and State
Supervisors to speak to vocational agricultural classes during their visits to
departments throughout the state. Encourage Agricultural Education Staff
Members to speak and/or attend banquets.
Person(s) Responsible Completion Date
Activitv 5: Utilize FFA Leadership sessions to contact potential majors.
Wavs and ~feans: Provide staff and student representation of the Ag. Ed.
Departnent to attend the fall FFA leadership workshops. spring leadership
conferences, district FFA contests and State Convention.
Person(s) Responsible Completion Date
Activitv b: Develop a name file ot potenial candidates.
Wavs ~nd ~eans: Contact all teachers of Vocatioal Agriculture and post second-
ary educators for names of potential Ag Cd major candidates. Request names of
sophomores through seniors. Canvass the Agriculture Education 134 and 294
classes for individuals whom they believe to be interested. Follow up with
appropriate letters.
Person(s) Responsible Comletion Date
Activity 7: Provide information about Agricultural Education and the teaching
profession to FFA members.
Ways and Means: Publicize Ag Ed and the teaching profession in each issur of
the State FFA Newsletter. Contact State FFA Executive Secretary regarding space.
Person(s) Responsible Completion Date
Activity 8: Utilize State and District Vocational Agricultural contests for
contacts and visibility.
Ways and Means: Collegiate FFA/ATA distribute pamphlets and provide depart-
mental representatives for personal conferences with interested students.
Person(s) Responsible Completion Date
Activity 9: Contact the State Farmer Degree Recipients.
Ways and Means: Write a personal letter of congratulation to
each. Encourage them to look to Vocational Agriculture as a
potential career. Contact them before the State FFA Convention
so that questions might be answered at that time.
Person(s) Responsible (oI:lpletion D:ltc
Activity 10: Utilize college career conference for contacts.
IV a ysan <1 ~fcan s : r r 0 v i J e <1 cpa r t men tal rep l' esc n tat i v c s a l\ II a p -
piL,-f c mil"tcrlol .
Person(s) Responsible Completion Date
Activity 11: Provide information about Ag Ed and the teaching
profession to 4-11 members.
\'lays and ~leans: Distribute printed information, brochure and dis-
play poster to county agents.
Person(s) Responsible Completion Date
Activity 12: Utilize the State Fair for Contacts and visibility,
Iva,.' san d 'I e P' I d
-:-:-c-__~_':..:....::...::.:..11:.:1.::S-:..: rOVll e a epartmcntal display and representa-
tives to at~end the fair to make contact and distribute litature.
Follow up WIth letters to winners of shows as appropriate.
I) e I" SO' 0 n ( .... ) I' . I I' \t'sponSl) l' C.ompletioll Date
Activity l~: Develop a slide/tape program on the Vocational
Agricultural teaching profession.
\la\'5 and ~·Ie:lns: for use in promotion of Agricultural Education
durln~ on site visitations to high school vocational agriCUlture
~tudents. Place a copy in each of the Vo Ag Districts for use
In careers unit.
PerSon(5) Responsible Completion Date
Activitv 14: Orient State FFA Officers to Vocational A~riculture
Instructor preparation.
Ways and Means: Agricultural Education faculty have lunch with
State FFA Officers. Prepare informal program regarding Ag. Ed.
and teacher preparation.
Activitv 15: Increase Agriculture Education scholarship opport-
ities.
\.J a V san d Mea n s : Ide n t i f y sou r c ~ S 0 fAg. EJ. s c hoI a r sill pst hat
might become available to incoming freshman and A~. Ed. majors
in upper divisions as well. Supply scholarship information to
V0 • Ag • de par t men t san°d to hi g h s c h 0 0 I co un s e lor s •
Person(s) Responsible Completion Date
Activity 16: Development of a "Teaching Unit" for careers in
Agricultural Education.
Ways and ~eans:Develop a teachin~ unit to assist teachers in
classroom as a means of encouraging teachers to devote class
time to careers. This unit will be modeled after the Nebraska
Core Curriculum. Distribute to each Nebraska Vocational Agri-
culture Instructor.
Person(s) Responsible o Completion Date
Activity 17: Publicize the Vo-Ag teaching profession to the
general public.
Ways and Means: Send news releases to county and daily newspap~rs
Present radio and T.V. programs dealing with Agriculture Educatio~
and teacher preperation.
Person(s) Responsible Completion nate
Activity 18: Issue an NVAA impact statement.
Wavs and Means: Encourage the president of HVAA to issure a
statement requesting Vocational Agricultural Instructors through-
out the state to encourage their students to enroll in Agricult-
ural Education at the University of ;Jebrasl:a.
Person(s) R~sponsible
A well organized recruitment campaign is needed to increase
undergraduate enrollment 1n Agricultural EJucation by the
University of ~ebraska. A total commitment by the Agricultural
Education Staff is needed to meet this challenge.
n~veloped By:
Michael B. Tyrrell
Graduate leaching Assistant
University of Nebraska
